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Abstract
Cloud Computing will surpass the Internet in importance; it is a relatively new technology 
model of Internet-based computing, whereby information, software, storage, servers and 
networking are provided on demand. According to different end user requirements, such 
as data or computing intensive applications are applied in cloud environment. Cloud 
computing makes computing as a utility and has the potential to transform a large part of 
the IT industry, making software even more attractive as a service and shaping the way in 
which hardware is designed and purchased. We review this cloud computing technologies, 
and indicate the main challenges for their development in future, among which resource 
management problem is pointed out and attracts our attention. Combing the current 
resource management and broker theories, we present new strategy of how to manage 
resources to deal with different user requirements of cloud services.
We described the related work of resource management and broker architecture in this 
thesis, accomplishing four major research issues. Firstly, we present cloud resource 
management framework and service-oriented broker to efficiently utilize potential 
physical resource such as network, storage and computing resources. This framework 
provides on-demand service to users and optimizes resource utilization by employing 
virtualization technology. It has the ability to enhance the system performance and satisfy 
the many of user request. The service-oriented broker is presented in this framework. It is 
aim to discover, select and reserve the network and end-system resources. It is able to 
provide guaranteed service by reservation mechanism to meet user’s demand. The several 
scheduling algorithms are employed for finding best match of combined resources. 
Secondly, we address the problem caused by failure of job submission in cloud 
environment. We present dynamic resource selection algorithm under user’s QoS 
requirement which would benefit for selecting the best combined resource for real-time 
multimedia applications. This algorithm is aim to reduce the job fail rate and efficiently 
utilize network resource to enhance system performance. Thirdly, we solve the virtual 
network resource allocation problem in cloud computing. We present virtual network- 
aware resource scheduling algorithm for real-time multimedia applications that is in order 
to efficiently utilize physical network resources. This algorithm will reduce the physical 
network traffic and guarantee the service request of the users. Furthermore, the streaming
data will be transmitted from selected data source, and then application performance will 
be maintained. Fourth, we address meta-job scheduling problem for computation 
application in cloud environment. We present V-heuristic scheduling algorithms for 
allocation of virtualized network and computing resource. The objective of these 
scheduling algorithms is aim to achieve high system throughput, improve load balance 
and minimize meta-job processing time. From the practical aspect, we develop a 
simulator which is extended from CloudSim simulator. This simulator offers a simulated 
environment to model this resource management framework. The CloudSim only 
concentrate on end-system resource without getting concerned about virtualization 
technology and network resource, so that they can accelerate study progress of new cloud 
technologies.
Key Words: Cloud computing, resource management, broker and job scheduling, virtualization.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a brief description of the work presented in my research area. 
It begins by elaborating the concepts behind data- and compute-intensive applications and 
resource management systems in the context of grid and cloud computing. Following the 
presented research challenges and motivation, the objectives and major contributions are 
described subsequently. Finally, the thesis overview is outlined.
1.1 Research background
The recent Internet technology is needed for performing more computing and data 
intensive applications. To meet these application requirements, the distributed computing 
technologies have become essential since early 1990s. It is the way to achieve substantial 
performance gains for these applications. In the past few decades, the field of these 
technologies have rapidly grown from grid computing to cloud computing [1]. These 
technologies focus on delivering diverse types of service to a great number of end-users 
in a reliable manner and efficiently to utilized end-system resources. Grid computing has 
emerged as a solution to utilized distributed resources in the late 1990s [2, 3]. And the IT 
industry has proposed cloud computing as the way to achieve greater computation power 
and improvement of services to end-users. Nowadays, cloud computing is applied 
everywhere, such as social networking, email, document sharing and online gaming sites, 
are hosted on a cloud.
Many of IT industry developers are working on cloud computing technology, for 
instance: Microsoft [4], Google [5], Amazon [6], and Apple [7] companies. Cloud 
computing makes software and hardware more attractive as a service, and shapes the way 
in which IT hardware is purchased. Predictably, it is the new revolution of the way to 
provide or consume information and computing by diverse service providers. The cloud 
has reached into our daily life and lead to a wide range of innovations, however, people 
often misunderstand what cloud computing is and means. Based on many traditional IT 
technologies, cloud computing is actually an evolutionary approach that completely
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changes how computing services are delivered, priced and produced. It allows to access 
service that reside in a faraway datacentre, other than local machines or Internet- 
connected devices. Cloud service fees are according to the amount consumed by 
worldwide users. Such an idea of computing as a service is becoming true in cloud 
computing which enable the low-cost of datacentres to use. Many datacentres created 
together behaving as cloud service provider which provides many different kind of 
effective service to users. These IT companies including Yahoo [8], Amazon [6], Cisco 
[9], Facebook [10], Microsoft [4], Google [5] and Salesfore [11] have their own 
datacentres and provide pay-as-you-go cloud services. Two different cloud architecture 
models with providing related types of service should be distinguish. The first 
architecture is designed to provide on-demand computing instances, while the second 
architecture is designed to provide on-demand computing capacity. Therefore, cloud 
computing technology has ability to support data- or computing- intensive application via 
service providers. The industry of Eucalyptus [12] and Amazon’s EC2 [6] are examples 
of the first architecture, which provides computing instances according to service request. 
From the resource pool, the datacentres instantly create virtualized instances with 
virtualization strategy by service provider. The virtualized instance consist of many 
processors running at different speeds and storage system that across different physical 
locations. Therefore, virtualization is core technology of cloud computing. This 
technology enables application to be executed independently without regard for any 
particular configuration. Yahoo [8] and Google [5]are examples belong to the second 
architecture. In these service provider’s datacentres, the need of processing large amount 
of raw data is primarily met with distributed computing, and the data also can be moved 
from one place to another and assigned changing attributed based on its user requirement 
and lifecycle.
The above two types of cloud architecture model classify cloud computing into three 
distinct service models. These services include software as a service (SaaS), infrastructure 
as a service (laaS) and platform as a service (PaaS) for both hardware and software 
services. The SaaS delivers software as a service over the Internet, eliminating the need to 
install and run the application on the users’ own computers and simplifying maintenance 
and support, even allows accessing virtualized resource by using standard interface. The 
PaaS delivers a computing platform as a service, including operation system support and
5
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software development frameworks. The laaS refers to provisioning on-demand of 
physical resources, usually in terms of network and end-system resources.
1.2 Research Challenges and Motivations
Cloud Computing is still in its beginning stage of research, but it has presented new 
opportunities to users or developers who can get benefit from significant computing 
capacity, consistency of programming standards and economies of scales. Its attributes 
such as elasticity, scalability, low barrier to entry and a service type of delivery make this 
new paradigm and software quickly marketable.
However, cloud computing technology is not perfect, it still have many of limitation 
which need further to improve. There are many issues that are expected to be addressed in 
order to support service to users by cloud service providers. With the rapidly development 
of the Internet, millions of users will request services from cloud providers. How to gain 
job successful ratio by the limited resources that is challenge work from service 
provider’s point view. For example, the increasing demands such as real-time multimedia 
applications from end-users over Internet. These applications include video-on-demand, 
multimedia game and meteorology programs. The need of straight quality of service is 
maintained the service performance for these applications. But the limitation of 
consuming physical resource, cause the issue of the user’s request fail rate will be 
increased. Specially, this scenario will happen on peak days such as the day when 
millions of users watching online football video at the same time. User’s QoS 
requirement such as timing constraint should also be taken into account while selecting of 
resource.
Another issue is how to increase the efficiency utilization of physical resources that 
include network and storage resource. Cloud computing is Internet-based computing, 
whereby shared network and storage resource are provided to computers and other 
devices on-demand. Thus an unavoidable issue is that network bottleneck often occurs 
due to large data transferred and its uncontrollable behaviour. Also, the growing of the 
number of the real-time multimedia applications will bring the network congestion 
problem. The network virtualization technology is useful concept for enhancing the data 
transmission performance. However, that the issue of how to integrate virtualized
6
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resource in cloud computing and ensure the guaranteed service for users are challenging 
work.
Finally, the problem of meta-job scheduling is presented in cloud computing. This 
scheduling problem for computing-intensive application might be impacted by network 
resource in cloud computing, compared with the traditional job scheduling algorithm. 
Scheduling of the meta-job in the cloud system primarily focus on some of the objective 
functions or combination of them: minimizing the total execution time, minimizing the 
makespan, minimizing the data transmission time, improve average resource utilization 
and load balance is well. Moreover, these objective functions depend on the selection of 
combined resources and mapping strategy of jobs to resources. The mapping of the meta­
jobs to minimize one of the objective functions is a complex problem in general. 
Specially, the problem becomes complex with the addition of virtualization technology 
which include network virtualization and virtual machine technology. Therefore, the 
significant bandwidth is required to transmit data of jobs.
Based on the above analysis, resource management framework and broker 
architecture are topic worthy of investigation, and is a key issue to decide whether the 
new computing paradigm can be adopted and obtain great service for users. From the user 
side point of view, its goal is satisfying user’s quality of service (QoS) requirement and 
providing the guaranteed service by cloud service provider. The resource management 
will focus on service schemes to ensure the on-demand service for user request. From the 
other side point of view, the cloud service provider focus more on the system 
performance of datacentre. In that case, improvement from resource management and 
broker are mainly concerned technical issues. In the other words, it is important to 
optimize the scheduling schemes to reduce job execution time, enhance the system 
performance and improve resource utilization, when many of jobs are running at virtual 
machine or data transmission over the physical network.
1.3 Objectives and Contributions
This thesis makes several contributions towards resource management and 
scheduling of data- and computing- intensive application in cloud environment. It also 
studies resource management problems and challenges related to cloud computing, such 
as resource allocation, selection and job scheduling. The main objective of this thesis is to
7
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complement previous activities aimed at creating the necessary resource management 
with consideration of the user’s QoS requirement. The management system is in order to 
provide guaranteed service for users demand by using the reservation mechanism from a 
broker, and to employ scheduling algorithms and virtualization technology for optimizing 
resource utilization. The major contributions are summarized as follows:
A survey on related cloud computing technology for data- and computing­
intensive applications. We investigate the state-of-the-art efforts on grid and cloud 
computing from both academic and industry standpoints. This thesis provides a 
comprehensive survey of resource management technique that has been proposed in the 
past for different applications. The survey covers most of the work in the field of cloud 
computing. Through comparison with other related technologies and computing 
paradigms, we identify several challenges from the cloud adoption perspective. We also 
highlight the resource management and broker issue that deserves substantial further 
development and research.
The cloud resource management framework and service-oriented architecture 
are proposed. Firstly, we presented an application-level cloud resource management 
framework that is regarded as the cloud computing system’s model responsible for the 
allocation and management of resources. It supports on-demand service in cloud 
environment. This work extends the resource provisioning problem from physical 
resource allocation to the virtualized resource allocation. Secondly, we presented service- 
oriented resource broker architecture for discovering and scheduling resource to provide 
guaranteed service for user demand. It enables the efficiently service provision over the 
Internet. This work was carried out within EC-GIN project [13].
A user’s QoS constraint dynamic resource selection algorithm applied for on- 
demand service. We introduce a user’s QoS constraint dynamic resource selection 
algorithm to solve the resource competition problem for millions of users request in cloud 
computing. If one real-time application of the user’s request does not complete before its 
timing request, it is as serious as that the application was never executed at all. To avoid 
this ineffective service, the service provider needs a resource selection strategy to ensure 
the service performance. The objective of this algorithm is to satisfy more users request 
with limited physical resource. We implement the resource reservation mechanism within 
broker to support guaranteed service. Under this algorithm, the resource allocation among 
the users can be achieved and improve the successful rate of the user’s request.
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A virtual network-aware resource selection algorithm developed for real-time 
multimedia applications. We present a user’s QoS constraint virtual network aware 
resource scheduling algorithm for real-time multimedia application in order to optimize 
physical network resource utilization and reducing the probability of occurrence of the 
network congestion. If many applications apply in clouds system over the physical link, 
then the heavy traffic load of network will be caused by large among of data transfer. To 
avoid this inefficient utilizing physical network resource, we introduce the concept of 
network virtualization technology that developed in cloud computing for improving the 
data transmission by mapping strategy. Research is carried out on satisfying more users’ 
demand and efficiently utilized potential physical resource via virtualization technology. 
These user’s QoS requirements for different applications will be addressed in terms of 
timing request, bandwidth and the transmission delay. From the simulation result, we find 
out that algorithm is efficient to improve the network load balance and maximizing the 
link utilization. This experiment also present the results obtained after the execution of 
many real-time applications to demonstrate its capability to handle large applications.
A meta-job scheduling algorithms for computing-intensive application. We 
address the scheduling problem of meta-jobs for computation application in cloud 
environment. We study the existing resource optimization approach and related job 
scheduling algorithm for resource provisioning issues between providers and users, which 
heuristic scheduling algorithm are discussed for meta-job execution over the Internet. 
According to these existing scheduling algorithms, the network will impact the service 
performance. Therefore, the scheduling algorithms employ virtualization technology 
which includes network virtualization to improve the computation data transmission over 
the network and virtual machine to efficiently utilize computation resources. We present 
several meta-job scheduling algorithms for matching jobs to combined virtualized 
resources that are implemented in the service-oriented broker architecture. These 
algorithms are used for minimizing the total execution time of computation applications. 
These virtualized resource based heuristic scheduling algorithm (V-heuristic scheduling 
algorithm) is designed to achieve the system performance and minimize the total 
execution time of computation applications. From the simulation results, these V-heuristic 
scheduling algorithms can improve the average resource utilization and more efficient 
load balance in computation applications compared with traditional heuristic scheduling 
algorithm.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized in 7 chapters:
Chapter 2 describes the several important grid and cloud computing techniques and 
its related works. Cloud computing is designed to provide on-demand service for users 
that demand great network, computing and storage capacity. This chapter also surveys 
past work on resource management and broker techniques of the grid and cloud 
applications. The resource selection or job scheduling for optimization resource 
utilization has been surveyed in this chapter. Virtualization techniques such as network 
virtualization and virtual machine are also presented.
Chapter 3 presents cloud resource management framework including both service- 
oriented resource broker and virtualization approach for virtualizing the physical 
resources. The functions of this framework are described in this chapter. The proposed 
service-oriented broker is designed for discovering, scheduling and reserving end-system 
resource for satisfying user’s demand.
In Chapter 4, the service-oriented broker architecture is applied in data-intensive 
applications. A user’s QoS constraint dynamic resource selection algorithm is proposed 
for guarantee this data transmission service. The evaluation simulation results are 
presented by the simulator and validate on testbed.
Chapter 5 will present a virtual network aware resource scheduling scheme with the 
consideration of the real network performance. This chapter describes the concept of 
network virtualization to enhance the data transmission in real-time multimedia 
applications in cloud environment. It enables both efficient utilize physical resource via 
optimized virtual network and satisfy user demand. Also, a simulation result evaluation 
will be presented in this chapter.
Chapter 6 will identify the relative user’s QoS requirement of the computation cloud 
applications and their performance metrics to formalize these requirements. In this 
chapter, the virtualization techniques such as network virtualization and virtual machine 
are implemented in simulation environment. A virtual network guided static heuristic job 
scheduling algorithms will be proposed based on the measurement of the network and 
computation resources to optimize the system performance in terms of jobs total 
processing time, resource utilization rate and load balancing. The simulation results show
10
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three main types of this static heuristic job scheduling algorithms such as MCT, Min-Min 
and Max-Min.
In chapter 7 summarizes the thesis by summarizing the contributions and simulation 
results. It also provides the possible further improvements that should be addressed in the 
future work.
11
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Chapter 2
2 Background and Literature Review
Background and literature review of relating research are represented in this chapter. 
In section 2.1 reviews the large-scale distributed computing, related grid and cloud 
computing technology. Section 2.2 introduces the resource management framework in 
detail with the other resource management approach. Section 2.3 provides details 
regarding the role of resource broker architecture. Section 2.4 identifies the virtualization 
technology, including network virtualization and virtual end-system resource such as 
virtual machine, storage resource.
2.1 Large-Scale Distributed Computing
Distributed computing is a field of computer science that can be defined as a 
collection of distributed end-system resources all over the world to solve a computation 
problem or information processing. Therefore, the application performance can be 
enhanced by concurrently running coordinated these several resources. In the past few 
decades, the performance-cost ratio of both computing and networking resources has been 
improving significantly in the world-wide scale. However, when the size of distributed 
computing has been increased, to realize managing or developing distributed applications 
is more difficult to achieve because of heterogeneous end-system resources, potential 
failures of networking or computing, data sharing, etc. In order to reduce the efforts for 
application developers, an efficient large-scaled computing framework is absolutely 
required. They can access services from anywhere without having to consider where the 
resources are. This thesis proposes and designs a resource management framework for on- 
demand service. The common objective of this framework is how to improve the overall 
performance of applications via virtual resource in a large-scale distributed environment.
2.1.1 Grid Computing
Grid computing is one of the distributed computing technologies that used for
12
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processing data and sharing computing resources by introducing the idea of multi- 
institutional dynamic “virtualization organization (VO)", where these resources are 
composed of loosely coupled computers [14-16]. The general overview of the grid 
computing is shown in Figure 2-1. This computing paradigm is one of the main 
motivations for increasing demand of resources, on the other hand this large resource pool 
still not was fully utilized in the observation. This technology aims to address this goal by 
offering its users transparent access to different types of resource, making abstraction of 
physical resource geographic location across multiple organizations. Thus computers, 
application services, data and other resources can be accessed as and when required, 
regardless of physical locations. According to 8th ACM/IEEE conference on supercomputing 
in San Diego, California in 1995, an innovative distributed computing experiment was 
presented in this conference, this experiment proved that it was possible to implement 
distributed applications in 17 separated research facilities.
Database
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Admit center
link Data Source
Super computer
link I link
l in k link Data source
VO
‘ Application 
L Server
I r i k
-link
VO VOVO
VO: Virtual Organization
Figure 2-1: Grid Computing
The first term uses the “Grid Computing” in this area by Forster in [14, 17]. The 
basic idea of this concept is similar to operation of an electric power grid: in the same 
way an electrical outlet delivers power without the users knowing exactly where that 
electrical power is generated. It makes users transparently to easy uses and access a
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variety of geographically distributed resources anywhere. To facilitate the development of 
grid computing, standardization is the key requirement to realize grid computing benefits, 
so that the diverse end-system resources can be discovered, accessed, allocated, 
monitored, and in general managed as a single virtual system, even if they are provided 
by different vendors or operated by different organizations. Standardization is 
fundamental to create interoperable, portable, reusable components and systems.
In 2006, the global grid forum (GGF) merged with the enterprise grid alliance 
forming the open grid forum (OGF) which acts as standardization body for grid [18]. The 
GGF is a community-initiated forum of thousands of individuals from research and 
industry leading the global standardization effort for grid computing. The primary 
objectives of GGF are to support development and implementation of grid technologies 
and applications through the creation: technical specifications and implementation 
guidelines. The open grid standard architecture (OGSA) was introduced in the paper “the 
physiology of the Grid” by I. Foster [15]. It is a service-oriented architecture, developed 
within the GGF to satisfy this need for standardization, by defining a set of core 
capabilities and behaviors that address key concerns in grid systems. These concerns 
include issues such as discovering services, negotiation and monitoring of service level 
agreements, management of membership and communication within VOs, hierarchical 
collection of services so as to deliver reliable and scalable service semantics, integration 
of data resources into computation, monitoring and management of service collections.
OGSA is based on several other web service technologies, notably web service 
description language (WSDL) [19] and simple object access protocol (SOAP) [20], but it 
aims to be largely agnostic in relation to the transport-level handling of data. Briefly, 
OGSA is a distributed interaction and computing architecture based around services, 
assuring interoperability on heterogeneous systems so that different types of resources can 
communicate and share information or data. Therefore, the OGSA is an important 
standard set for grid provide robust, access control, and delegation. OGSA has been 
described as a refinement of the emerging web service architecture, specifically designed 
to support grid requirements [21]. OGSA has been adopted as grid architecture by a 
number of grid projects including the Globus Alliance. In grid commercial applications, 
the OGSA concern issues such as discovering of service, negotiation and monitoring of 
service level agreements (SLA), management of membership and communication within 
VO. The OGSA capabilities share and build on a number of common components which
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include infrastructure, execution management, data, resource management, security, self­
management, and information services.
2.1.1.1 The Types of Gird Services
Grid computing is capable of providing computing power and data storage more 
efficient way. Therefore, a grid can be defined an enormous set of machines that all 
connected by Internet network and providing a different type of service. The other word, a 
grid is a pool of geographically dispersed distributed computing resources that work 
together. According to a different grid application, grid can be divided into three types of 
services: data grids, computation grids and service grids.
> Data Grid
A data grid provides sharing and management of bulk data (terabytes or petabytes) 
transfer services for many scientific and remote-instrument requirements. Based on the 
data grid applications, data sources provide large amounts of data, and users who obtain 
the data are geographically dispersed in most cases. Data grid category is for systems that 
provide an infrastructure for synthesizing information from data storage such as digital 
libraries that are distributed in a wide area network. It supports massive data collections 
that are distributed across multiple institutions. It also involves bulk data and requires 
resources sharing and transferring across organizational boundaries. Data grid focuses on 
the integrated and collaborative use of resources at the end-system to meet the 
requirements of data grid applications.
> Computational Grid
The computational grid focuses on computationally-intensive operations which are 
distributed across a number of computers for speeding it up. It also denotes a distributed 
set of resources that have a higher aggregate computation capacity available for single 
applications. Hereby, computational grids are suitable for high-throughput computing 
application
> Service Grid
The service grid category is for systems that provide services that cannot be achieved 
through one single computer. However, this type of grid consists of several different 
resources which from different VOs, provides a specific function that needs to be 
aggregated in order to collectively perform the desired service.
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2.1.1.2 The Features of Grid
A brief comparison and explanation of the grid computing is presented by Buyya in 
[22,23].
Y Scalability: A grid is potentially unlimited power provided by a few integrated 
resources to millions of globally interconnected computers. This very often leads to 
performance degradation as the size of grid increases. Therefore, the grid computing 
is designed by taking the heterogeneity and geographically distributed located 
resources into account for developing services.
Y Multiple administrative domains: Grid resources are geographically distributed 
across multiple sites and domains corresponding to different virtual organization.
Y Adaptability: In grid technology, the frequent variability of resources is mainly 
characteristic in grid environment. The grid resource managers or applications must 
handing this increased complexity and adapting its behavior dynamically to use the 
available resources on time.
Y Heterogeneous devices: A grid can be involved from heterogeneous resources and 
will encompass a large range of different technologies.
2.1.1.3 Middleware
Software infrastructure responsible of creating and managing the grid is called the 
grid middleware [24, 25]. Middleware provides an abstraction layer which encapsulates 
common services and tasks in a standard interface. When the implementation of a service 
has changed, the software stack utilizing the service does not need to change because of 
the standardized interface. The middleware hides unimportant differences of software and 
hardware while preserving its core characteristics.
Middleware is a term coined by dAgapeyeff in 1968 [26]. Back then it was not part 
of the grid infrastructure but was seen as a general concept for allowing application 
programs to use operating system and cooperate with each other, as shown in Figure 2-2. 
It is defined as a layer of software above the operating system but below the application 
program that provides a common programming abstraction across a grid system. 
Therefore, in a grid context middleware is defined as those parts of the grid infrastructure 
which lie between the operating system and the individual grid application. In a more 
general definition, middleware seeks to connect not only an application to the operating 
system, but two or more applications together so that they can exchange data.
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Figure 2-2: View of Middleware Layer in Context
2.1.2 Cloud Computing
In the last decade, cloud computing has emerged as a new computing paradigm for 
hosting and delivering the service over the Internet [27, 28]. It provides on-demand 
services to end-users (also called consumers, as cloud computing is strongly market- 
oriented) by using storage resources and the virtualized network from anywhere in the 
world. Actually, the idea of cloud computing has rapidly become a new trend in the 
computation and communication technology domain and gained significant commercial 
success over past few years. In a cloud computing environment, the traditional role of 
service provider is divided into two parts. The first part is the infrastructure providers who 
manage and lease physical resource according to the different usage model. The other part 
is service provider who rents physical resources from one or many infrastructure 
providers and created own virtual topology to provide guaranteed service for end-users.
The overview of the cloud computing is shown in Figure 2-3. Cloud computing based 
on the type of service provisioned that is categorized include laaS, SaaS, and PaaS. Cloud 
service provider will provide these kinds of services to users via Internet. The high speed 
Internet is foundation for the many applications of cloud computing. Nowadays, the 
performance of the Internet has rapidly improved. People can connect to the Internet 
anywhere and at any time by using different terminals. Users obtain the service is not 
only use of personal PC or workstation computing terminal, there are much various
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electronic devices such as smartphone, tablet, PDA, netbook, and notebook are also used 
as well. Besides, many users sent different type of applications over the Internet and 
execute on the end-system resource so that faults of user’s request occur frequently. In 
that case, a solution that allows users to get service from anywhere and any device is 
needed.
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Internet
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Cloud 
y Provider
Figure 2-3: Overview of the Cloud Computing
From a scientific and industry point of view, there have been several attempts to 
define cloud computing [29]. Nevertheless, most part of the scientific community seems 
to agree in an intuitive idea of what cloud computing is, and what could be expected of it. 
Among the many definitions, we choose two widely quoted as follows:
I. Foster [30]: “Cloud computing is a large-scale distributed paradigm that is driven 
by economies of scale, in which a pool of abstracted, virtualized, dynamically-scalable,
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managed computing power, storage, platform and services are delivered on demand to 
external customers over the Internet”.
From this academic representative, Foster focus on several different technical 
features from cloud computing compared with other distributed computing paradigms. 
For instance, computing resources are virtualized and delivered as services, and these 
services are dynamically driven by economies of scale.
Gartner [31] : “A style of computing where scalable and elastic IT capabilities are 
provided as a service to multiple external customers using Internet technologies” This 
definition of cloud is from the point of view of industry. It defines the cloud 
characteristics that are emphasis on scalable, elastic, service offering to customers.
There are several key points in these definitions. First, cloud computing is a 
specialized distributed computing paradigm [1, 30, 32]. It differs from other distributed 
systems in that i) it is massively scalable, ii) can be encapsulated as an abstract entity that 
delivers different levels of services to customers outside the cloud, iii) it is driven by 
economies of scale, and iv) the services can be dynamically configured (via virtualization 
or other approaches) and delivered on demand. In fact, cloud computing is service- 
oriented architecture since all kind of software, infrastructure and platform are treated as a 
service in the cloud computing environment.
2.1.2.1 Cloud Computing Architecture
Clouds are usually referred to as a large pool of virtualized computing resources that 
allows users to gain access to applications and data in a cloud environment on demand. 
This section describes the five-layers architecture, various service and operation models 
of cloud computing. This layer model of cloud computing is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2-4: Cloud Computing Architecture
This architecture is organized in the following five layers in cloud computing 
environment: the user/client, application layer, platform layer, infrastructure layer and 
hardware layer [33, 34].
(i) End users
The cloud users submit the sets of jobs required to create, provide, manage and 
consume cloud services on the top layer of this architecture as described in the 
Figure 2-4. Those users’ application can be run on any device such as computers, 
phones and other devices, operating systems and browsers via Internet.
(ii) Application Layer
At the highest level of the hierarchy, the application layer consists of the many of 
cloud applications. This layer includes the applications that would run in the clouds. 
Compared with traditional applications, cloud applications can leverage the 
automatic-scaling feature to achieve better performance, availably. SaaS is a 
software delivery model in which deliver software as a service over the Internet. 
This service model makes applications are accessed by a simple interface to get 
service. The users are not concerned with the underlying physical infrastructure 
such as network, storage, servers, etc. This model also eliminates the needs to 
install and run the application on the user’s own computers and simplifying
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maintenance and support. For most business applications, this service delivery 
model includes accounting, collaboration and management. These applications 
such as office software, social media and online game enrich the family of SaaS- 
based services, for instance, Google Docs, web mail, Microsoft online, Facebook, 
etc.
(iii) Platform Layer
The platform layer adds on a collection of specialized tools, middleware and 
services on top of the physical resources to provide a development platform. This 
layer consists of operating systems and application frameworks to provide cloud 
platform service. The purpose of the platform layer is to minimize the burden of 
deploying applications directly into virtual machine (VM) containers. For example, 
Google App Engine operates [5] at the platform layer to provide API support for 
implementing storage, database and business logic of typical web applications. PaaS 
delivers a computing platform as a service, it includes operating system support and 
software development frameworks. It offers a high-level integrated environment to 
build, test, deploy and host customer-created applications. Generally, developers 
accept some restrictions on the type of software that can write in exchange for built- 
in application scalability. It also facilitates the deployment of applications without 
the cost and complexity of buying and managing the underlying hardware and 
software layer. Customers of PaaS control over the deployed applications and their 
hosting environment configurations. Typical examples of PaaS are Windows Azure, 
Google App Engine. In that case, some are intended to provide a generalized 
development environment, and the others provide hosting-level services such as 
security and on demand scalability.
(iv) Infrastructure Layer
On the infrastructure layer, physical resources have been virtualized so that they can 
be exposed to upper layer and users as integrated resources. This layer creates a 
pool of combined virtualized resources by partitioning the physical resources via 
virtualization technologies. This layer is an essential component of cloud computing, 
such as virtualized, flexible, scalable and manageable to meet user requirements. 
Cloud infrastructure service or laaS delivers computer infrastructure, typically a 
platform virtualization environment as a service. This service provides processing,
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storage, networks and other fundamental computing resources to users. It refers to 
on-demand provisioning of infrastructure resources, usually in terms of network 
virtualization and virtual machines (VMs). According to this type of service, users 
can deploy arbitrary application, software, operating systems on the infrastructure, 
which is capable of scaling up and down dynamically. Also, user can sends jobs 
with related data, while the vendor’s computer does the computation processing and 
returns the result. Examples of laaS include IBM Blue Cloud, Eucalyptus, Amazon 
EC2, etc.
(v) Physical Layer
This physical layer is consists of hardware level resources, such as physical severs 
and multi-core processors enabling to manage these resources of the cloud. In 
practice, the hardware layer is included computing resource, storage resources, data 
center and networking resources. A data center usually contains computer hardware 
and software products such as cloud-specific operating systems, multi-core 
processors, networks, disks, etc. Typical issues at hardware layer include hardware 
configuration, fault tolerance, network traffic management. For most cloud service 
providers, selecting the right cloud model is according to cloud application 
requirements.
These various service models make user access to remote data in various formats 
from multiple sources. These remote data can be operated on a local disk, such as 
Amazon S3, SimpleDB. Equipped with Internet and web browsers, users can directly use 
software, storage, platform and computing resources as pay-as-you-go services. Clouds 
on-demand services are able to be shared within any one of the service layers since the 
Internet connection is established. For example, PaaS delivers platform services to SaaS 
and also consumes laaS offerings.
2.1.2.2 Type of Clouds
There are many issues to consider when an enterprise application applies to the cloud 
environment. For instance, some service providers are mostly interested in high reliability, 
while others may prefer low operation cost and security. Therefore, there are different 
types of clouds to support services depending on its own benefits and trade-offs. These 
types of clouds consist of public, private, and hybrid cloud [33].
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> Public Clouds
Public cloud is the standard cloud computing paradigm, in which a service provider 
makes resources and applications available to the general public over the Internet. Firstly, 
it is designed to provide cloud services to variety of third-party clients who use the same 
cloud resources. A temporary application may be most suited for development in a public 
cloud, as it helps avoid the need to purchase additional hardware to address the temporary 
needs. Second, public cloud services are characterized as being available to users from a 
service provider via the Internet. It offers several key benefits to service providers, 
including no initial capital investment on infrastructure and shifting of risks to 
infrastructure providers. However, public clouds lack fine-grained control over data, 
network and security settings, which hamper their effectiveness in many business 
scenarios. Examples of public clouds include Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), 
IBM’s Blue Cloud, Google AppEngine, Sun Cloud and Windows Azure Services 
Platform providing cloud services to anyone at anytime and anywhere.
>  Private Clouds
Private cloud describes a proprietary computing architecture that provides services to 
a limited number of people on internal networks. Also known as internal clouds, private 
clouds are designed for exclusive use of one client. A private cloud may be built and 
managed by the organization or by cloud providers. It is devoted to a single 
organization’s internal use that can accurate control their data. Therefore, they can get all 
the scalability, metering, and agility benefits of a public cloud without ceding control, 
security, and recurring costs to a service provider.
In addition, a private cloud offers the user and provider utmost control of the cloud 
infrastructure, improving application performance and reliability because user’s access 
and the networks used are restricted. A private cloud offers many of the benefits of a 
public cloud computing environment, such as being elastic and service based. Such as a 
permanent application or one that has specific requirements on quality of service, might 
best be deployed in a private or hybrid cloud. This model gives companies a high level of 
control over the use of cloud resources. It is important to note that Google uses its private 
cloud to provide public cloud services, such as productive applications, media delivery, 
and social interaction. Finally, eBay and HP CloudStart yield private cloud developments 
which are only open inside the enterprise.
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> Hybrid Clouds
Hybrid cloud is a combination of public cloud, private cloud models and even local 
infrastructures that help to provide cloud services for most IT vendors. Hybrid strategy is 
proper placement of workloads depending upon cost and operational and compliance 
factors. Hybrid cloud introduce to careful determine how to distribute applications across 
both public and private cloud. In a hybrid cloud, part of the service infrastructure runs in 
private clouds while the remaining part runs in public clouds. It offers more flexibility 
than both public and private clouds. Specifically, they provide tighter control and security 
over application data compared to public clouds, while still facilitating on-demand service 
expansion and contraction. Major vendors including HP, Oracle, IBM and VMware create 
appropriate plans that aim of delivering services to the business. Users can deploy an 
application hosted on a hybrid infrastructure, in which some nodes are separated running 
on real physical hardware and cloud server instances.
2.1.2.3 Cloud Characteristics
Cloud computing is general resource provisioning model that integrates a number of 
existing technologies such as grid computing, service-oriented architecture, etc. In this 
section, we distinguish the characteristics of cloud computing in terms of cloud features, 
technical and economic aspects.
Cloud Features: Cloud features refer to properties of cloud computing, rather than 
specific technological requirements. According to various service providers, five features 
can be realized in multiple ways to support applications.
• Availability represents the relevant capability that satisfies specific requirements of 
the lease cloud services. The service quality of cloud users must be guaranteed with 
QoS constraint such as request response time and throughput.
• Elasticity refers to the provision of services is adaptable and elastic. It allows the 
users to request the real-time application service without engineering for peak loads. 
These services are measured in fme-grain, so that the service provider can provide 
perfectly matching between the user’s usage and resources.
• Agility is a basic requirement for cloud service provider to management resources in 
cloud computing. These providers have ability of on-line reactions to change in 
resource demand and environment conditions. From the client side, the users are
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made to re-provision an application from an in-house infrastructure to SaaS vendors. 
Therefore, this agility feature requires both sides to provide self-management 
capabilities.
• Reliability represents the ability to ensure constant system operation and guarantee 
the service performance without interruption. Through using the virtualization 
technology, the possibility of losing data and traffic load dramatically decreases. 
Thus cloud computing is comfortable for application continuity and data recovery.
Technical aspects: Technical characteristics are the foundation of clouds to ensure
service of user’s requirements. Four technical characteristics can be described in below to
realize a specific feature.
• Virtualization is an essential characteristic of cloud computing. Virtualization in 
clouds refers to multi-layer hardware platforms, operating systems, storage devices, 
network resources, etc. The first important feature of virtualization is the ability to 
hide the technical complexity from users, so that it can improve independence of 
cloud services. Secondly, it allows abstraction and isolation of physical hardware and 
low-level functions. This enables to share or aggregate of physical resources via 
high-level functions. Thirdly, quick recovery and fault tolerant are permitted. Virtual 
environment can be easily backed up and migrated with no interruption in service. 
The concept of virtualization technology has been built in some form since 1960s 
(e.g., in IBM main frame system) [35, 36]. This concept has matured considerably 
and it has composed of the virtualized computing, storage and network resource. 
Nowadays, the virtualization technology is applied for growing needs of millions of 
users and IT architectures in cloud computing.
Network virtualization is a useful technology which provides an efficient way to run 
multiple logical networks that is customized for a specific purpose [37, 38]. It 
provides logically isolated network partition that allows coexist simultaneous 
operation on the shared physical network infrastructure. Network virtualization 
permits different cloud service providers to create their own network topology with 
application-specific resource management mechanisms, enabling users to use even a 
whole computing center arbitrarily as their own personal computer. Therefore, this 
technology enables to achieve better utilization of the physical resource.
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Figure 2-5: Network Virtualization
As Figure 2-5 shown, network virtualization is defined by decoupling the role of the 
traditional Internet service providers (ISP) into two independent entities. One is 
infrastructure providers (InPs) who manage the physical infrastructure, the other one 
is cloud service provider (CSPs) who create a virtual network (VNs) by aggregating 
resources from multiple InPs and offer on-demand service to users.
The virtual machine technology was introduced in 1960s. The creation and 
management of virtual machines has been called server virtualization. It is performed 
on a given hardware platform by introducing a software layer, which creates a 
simulated computer environment, a virtual machine, for its guest software. The guest 
software runs just as if it were installed on a stand-alone hardware platform. The 
guest software itself is in many cases a complete operating system, and can also be 
different from the operating system hosted by the physical machine. Usually, many 
virtual machines run on a single physical machine; their number is limited by the host 
hardware capability, such as core number, CPU power, RAM resources. There is no 
requirement for a guest operating system to be the same as the physical host one. The 
guest system is able to access specific peripheral devices, exploiting interfaces to 
those devices, e.g. hard disk drive, network interface card, graphic and audio card. 
Some examples in the operating systems and software applications space are 
VMware [39] , Xen - an open source Linux-based product developed by XenSource 
[40], and Microsoft virtualization productsS [41], to mention a few.
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• Multi-tenancy is a necessary feature in clouds, which allows sharing of virtualized 
resources and costs across multiple users. This feature brings many benefits for 
service provider, for instance, improvement of utilization with high peak-load 
capacity and centralization of infrastructure in locations with lower costs. Also, this 
tenancy information is stored in a separated database for multiple tenant requests. It 
should be well maintained for isolated tenants.
• Security is one of the major concerns for adoption of cloud computing. This is 
important to deal with sensitive and private data in any system. In order to obtain the 
trust of potential users, service provider must supply the certificate of security. For 
instance, data should be fully isolate from one to another, and an efficient replication 
and recovery mechanism should be presented if disasters occur. The complexity of 
security is increased when data is distributed over a wider area and shared by 
unrelated users. However, the complexity reduction is necessary to provide ease-of- 
use ability that can attract more potential users.
• Programming environment is essential feature of cloud. It should be capable of 
addressing issues such as multiple administrative domains, large variations in 
resource heterogeneity, performance stability, exception handling in highly dynamic 
environment, etc. Cloud system interface adopts web services APIs, which provide a 
standards-based framework for accessing and integrating with cloud services. Brower 
is applied as the user interface. It has attributes such as being intuitive, easy-to-use, 
standards-based, service independent and multi-platform supported. Through pre­
defined APIs, users can access, configure and program cloud services.
Economic aspects: These features make cloud computing distinct compared with other 
computing paradigms. In a commercial environment, cloud service offering are not only 
considering an exclusive technological perspective, but also extend to a broader 
understanding of business need.
• Pay-as-you-go is the type of payment in the economic model. In cloud computing, 
users are only paying the actual consumption of resource. Traditionally, users have to 
equip with all software and hardware infrastructure before computing starts, and 
maintain them during computing process in local machine. Cloud computing reduces 
infrastructure maintenance cost, so it can help enterprises, especially small to 
medium sized, reduce time to market and get fast return on the investment.
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• Energy-efficiency is the means of ability of cloud to reduce the unused resources 
consumption. Because of central administration, additional costs of energy 
consumptions in case of carbon emission can be better controlled. In addition, green 
IT issues are subject to both software stack and hardware level.
2.1.3 Grid and Cloud Computing Examples
From the concept of cloud computing, it has been a strongly market-oriented 
initiative in the industry and the private sector. This has motivated many leading private 
companies (Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft, etc) to develop and offer cloud-based 
computing solutions. Simultaneously, cloud computing is being also developed within 
scientific research projects and commercial sides [28, 42]. Major vendors have invested in 
the area of global cloud promotion, while comparably, research organizations based on 
their funding principles and interest, contribute to cloud technologies in an indirect way.
2.1.3.1 Commercial Examples
A number of middleware and platforms emerge in the last few years. It involves 
multiple level services in heterogeneous distributed systems. Commercial cloud solutions 
augment dramatically and promote organization shift from company-owned assets to per­
use service-based models. Some cloud product has presented in the real world, such as 
Amazon Web Service (AWS) [6], Eucalyptus [12], FlexiScale [43], Joyent [44], Azure 
[45], Engine Yard [46], Heroku [47], Force.com , RightScale [48], Netsuite [49], Google 
Apps [5], Abicloud [50], etc.
• Amazon Web Services
AWS is a set of cloud services that enable organizations to deploy applications and 
services on an on-demand basis and commodity prices [6]. The Amazon EC2 enables 
cloud users to create launch, and managed server instances in data centers using API as 
needed. As stated in Amazon’s own website, “EC2 is a web service that provides 
resizable compute capacity in the cloud. It is designed to make web scale computing 
easier for developers”. EC2 instances are virtual machines which are running on top of 
the Xen virtualization engine [40]. After creating and starting an instance, users can 
upload software and make changes to it. When changes are finished, an identical copy can 
then be launched at any time. End-users have nearly full control of the entire software 
stack on the EC2 instances.
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• Google AppEngine
Google AppEngine is a platform for developing and hosting conventional web 
applications in Google managed data centers [5]. It is a cloud computing technology 
providing free service, up to a certain level of used resources. In addition, AppEngine 
applications should be request response, providing automatic scaling and high availability. 
Some framework is running on the Google App Engine, including Django [51], CherryPy 
[52]. Django is an open source web application framework which follows the model- 
view-controller architecture pattern. CherryPy is an object-oriented web application 
framework which is designed for rapid development of web applications by wrapping the 
HTTP protocol. Google handles deploying code to a cluster, monitoring, failover, and 
launching application instances as necessary. For example, AppEngine is not suited for 
general computing.
• Abicloud
Abicloud is an open source cloud computing platform for building and managing 
public and private clouds based on heterogeneous environments [50]. In this platform, a 
rich Web interface design to make easy the system management tasks. The Abicloud 
users can deploy a new service by dragging and dropping the number of virtual machines, 
storage and memory. It allows deploying instances of general purpose virtual machines 
such as VirtualBox [53], VMware [54] and Xen [40]. Therefore allow the platform to 
scale up or down as needed. This platform is modular because it attempts to improve 
system scalability.
• Nimbus
Nimbus is an open source toolkit that provides an “infrastmcture-as-a-service” cloud 
computing solution [55]. The objective of this infrastructure is not only emphasis on the 
needs of scientific applications, but also many non-scientific use cases can be supported 
as well. It allows a client to lease remote resources by deploying VMs on those resources 
and configuring them to build a desired environment by the user. Nimbus Cloud Storage 
provides the pay-as-you-go business model and function of scalability. It allows 
consumer to reduce operational costs and eliminate the job management, giving them the 
freedom to focus on their business.
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• Microsoft’s Azure
Microsoft’s Windows Azure service is an application platform providing service, 
accommodation and administration tools to clients in the cloud environment [45]. It is an 
operating system for cloud applications to be hosted and run at Microsoft datacenters. It 
provides developers ability to do storage and computing services, and also the 
management of web applications on the Internet through data center. Windows Azure is a 
flexible platform for supporting multiple languages and could be integrate with the 
existing environment. It also supports standards and protocols, including SOAP [20], 
REST [56], XML [57] and PHP [58]. Azure will provide a set of scalability features of 
operating on demand services. Therefore, it is possible to obtain and allocate additional 
processors if the scalability of an application requires it. All Azure services and 
applications built using them run on top of Windows.
2.1.3.2 Research Examples
Besides company initiatives, a number of academic examples have been developed to 
address the challenges including stable testbed, standardization and open source reference 
implementation. These academic research project are XtreemOS, OpenNebula, 
FutureGrid, elasticLM, gCube, ManuCloud, RESERVOIR, SLA@SOI, Contrail, ECEE, 
NEON, VMware, Tycoon, DIET, BEinGRID, etc.
• RESERVOIR
RESERVOIR (REsources and SERvices Virtualisation withOut barrleRs) is a Cloud 
computing research project partly funded by the European Commission as an Integrated 
project under the Seventh Framework Programmer (FP7) sponsorship program [59]. 
According to the project description, their goal is “to support the emergence of service- 
oriented computing as a new computing paradigm. In this paradigm, services are software 
components exposed through network-accessible, platform and language independent 
interfaces, which enable the composition of complex distributed applications out of 
loosely coupled components.” It is an architecture that allows cloud service providers to 
dynamically partner with each other to create a seemingly infinite pool of IT resources. 
This framework extends the advantages of virtualization and embeds autonomous 
management into the infrastructure. It is also aims to create a foundation for next- 
generation enterprise-grade cloud computing.
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• OpenNebula
OpenNebula is an open source manager of virtual infrastructure, able to easily build 
cloud infrastructure of three types: private, public and hybrid clouds [60]. OpenNebula 
has been designed to offer flexible architecture, interface and components that could be 
integrated into any data center. It was designed to be integrated into any network and 
storage solution. This tool supports Xen [40], KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) 
[61]and VMware [54] and access to Amazon EC2s [6]. OpenNebula manages the storage, 
networking and virtualization technologies to enable the establishment of dynamic multi­
level services (groups of interconnected virtual machines) on the distributed infrastructure, 
combining both data center resources and remote cloud resources according to allocation 
policies.
2.2 Resource Management System Overview
Resource management system (RMS) is an important aspect of distributed computing 
[2, 62]. In this large-scale distributed computing, the main objective in resource 
management is maximizing the application performance coordinated with the dynamic 
resource provisioning. The end-system resources that are allocated to jobs including CPU, 
memory, storage, network bandwidth, access to special hardware, etc. These resources 
demand of an application can be changed over time. The resource allocation process 
needs to be repeated over many times with that change. In other world, it has to be 
dynamic in order to ensure that the system performance is maximized at all times. 
Optimal resource allocation is often complex problem.
Grid computing is a computing paradigm that often requires the concurrent allocation 
a wide range of heterogeneous, loosely coupled multiple resources in a consistent manner. 
The computation resource is typically owned by different organization and can be 
coordinated across administrative domains.
Grid computing introduced the Grid resource management that Nabrzyski et al. in [2] 
define as “...the process o f identifying requirements, matching resources to applications, 
allocating those resources, and scheduling and monitoring Grid resources over time in 
order to run Grid applications as efficiently as possible. Grid applications compete for 
resources that are very different in nature, including processors, data, scientific 
instruments, networks, and other services. Complicating this situation is the general lack
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of data available about the current system and the competing needs of users, resource 
owners, and administrators o f the system. ”
The objective of both grid and cloud computing is making scalable end-system 
resources available to users that do not own and operate the associated physical 
infrastructure. However, there are important differences between these two computing 
models. In cloud computing, there are many service providers that provide its service to 
global users. In contrast, the physical infrastructure providing grid services is operated by 
multiple organizations and the services it provides are often restricted to users authorized 
by the organizations. Second, the types of applications targeted by grid computing are 
generally CPU intensive, non-interactive applications that are often run as batch jobs.
Much current research in grid resource management is focused on the understanding 
and managing these diverse polices from the perspective of both the resource provider 
and the consumer. It is aim to synthesize end-to-end resource management in spite of the 
fact that the resources are independently owned and/or administered. Hence, the 
capability of resource management need to be enhanced with the emergence of the service 
oriented architecture and virtualized technology.
The problem of resource management in cloud computing is different in the sense 
that applications targeted by cloud computing are often interactive and as a result, their 
demand can vary highly over time. This means that the allocation of resources to 
applications needs to be recomputed frequently, compared to the case of grid computing.
2.2.1 Hierarchical View of Grid Resource Management
The resource management can be viewed as hierarchical level in grid computing.
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Figure 2-6: Grid Hierarchy Layer [65]
It is important to describe the function of components that integrated in resource 
management framework. The main components are composed through hierarchical layer 
[63-65] that can be shown in Figure 2-6.
2.2.1.1 Fabric Layer
This layer can be separated two different level of service, including end-system 
resources and local resource management mechanisms. The end-system resources are 
composed of all geographically distributed resources across the global network. These 
resources are the collection of physical resources and logical resources such as 
computation, high performance network, storage facilities, file system to which shared 
access is mediated by grid protocols.
The other one is local resource management mechanism that includes operating
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systems (such as UNIX or Windows), system libraries, and application kernels. It also 
provides resource management systems locally such as portable batch system (PBS), load 
sharing facility (LSF) and sun grid engine (SGE) and internet protocols such as 
transmission internet protocol (TCP) and user datagram protocol (UUP). This level of 
service is used as a gateway to the physical resources. The resource management systems 
are the main access to the fabric level as they usually govern the resources. Grid 
applications use grid tools and middleware components to interact with the fabric.
2.2.1.2 Core Middleware
This layer is used to describe a logical layer of software that facilitates distributed 
applications to access and utilize the resources [24]. It provides transparency from the 
underlying details such as physical resource information to the user and the application. It 
is concerned with providing a building block for the construction of software components 
that can work with one another in a distributed grid environment. Middleware layer 
contains the core services that facilitate the operability of the grid and helps to couple the 
resources to the grid users. The main services include:
(i) Security service: This service is aim for user authenticates and authorize. It is to 
ensure interaction between the resources and users, without hindering the integrity of 
individual systems.
(ii) Information Service: The function of information service is important to enable 
resource discovery due to the dynamic characteristic of the grid system, where the 
resource status are frequently changed. This service facilitates planning and decision­
making of scheduling of resources. It also provides the mechanisms for registering 
and obtaining information about the dynamic resource status.
(iii) Data transfer service: Most of grid applications would need to transfer data from one 
site to another. This is a more important factor for applications such as high energy 
physics and bioinformatics where they require intensive transfer access to large 
amounts of data. This requirement is normally supported by grid file transfer protocol 
(GridFTP) to accommodate for their need.
(iv) Resource management service: This service is main part of this layer, providing the 
grid infrastructure as a whole system. It enhances the interaction and communication 
between wide ranges of local resource management systems, which are the gateway
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to the grid resources. This service also supports submission, execution and 
monitoring of job progress.
2.2.1.3 User Level Middleware
These are high level services that include application development environments and 
programming tools. These tools are used to develop procedures and resource brokers that 
insulate the users from grid middleware complexities, alleviating the user from the burden 
of having to know how to operate the various grid middleware components. This layer 
also holds the responsibility to manage and schedule computation across global resources.
2.2.1.4 Grid Application
These are applications that use the grid, which range from scientific, engineering, 
and astrophysics just to name a few. The grid application are typically developed using 
grid-enabled language and utilities such as message passing interface (MPI). Grids can be 
used to solve big challenge problems in areas of application such as biophysics, chemistry, 
biology, scientific instrumentation, high energy physics, data mining, financial analysis, 
nuclear simulations, material science, chemical engineering, environmental studies, 
climate modeling, weather prediction, molecular biology, structural analysis, mechanical 
CAD/CAM and astrophysics. Although wide-area distributed supercomputing has been a 
popular application of the grid, there are a large number of other applications that can 
benefit from the grid.
2.2.2 Related Work of Resource Management Systems
In grid resource management, grid resources are the entities such as processors or 
hosts that are managed by the resource management system [2]. A local resource in the 
grid is usually a multiprocessor or a cluster of machines, which are distributed 
geographically in a small scope, connected with high-speed network, and administrated 
within the same organization. These local resources may be far away from each other, 
connected via the Internet with irregular communications, and cross administrative 
domains.
Most of the work concerning resource management system (RMS) has evolved 
around the assumption of applying them onto grids and not clouds. This can be explained 
by two facts. The first one is that there are many similarities between a cloud and a grid
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and RMS developed for one type could also work well on the other. The second one is 
related with age, and as grids emerged earlier than clouds most of the solutions have been 
developed for the former. Nonetheless several of the grids oriented RMSs could be 
adapted to work for clouds too. In terms of functionality, the cloud resource manager 
extended from the grid resource manager with two runtime functions: the request for new 
deployments for a specific type of service and the release of a resource after its use ended. 
It is also responsible for provisioning, releasing, and checking the status of virtualized 
resources. The Table 2.1 summarize several existing research efforts on the RMS. 
Examples of grid resource management include: Globus [66-69], Condor [70], Legion 
[71], NetSolve [72], Darwin [73], MSHN [74], Nimrod/G [75]. Cloud resource 
management systems are still in their infancy and include: OpenNebula [76] and 
CloudScheduler [77].
Name Research
Unit
Project Description Resource management
Condor
[78]
Condor
team,
Dept, of
Computer
Science,
Univ. of
Wisconsin-
Madison
The objective of the 
Condor project is to 
develop, implement, 
deploy and evaluate 
mechanisms and policies 
that support High 
Throughput Computing 
(HTC) on large 
collections of distributed 
computing resources.
Condor uses a classified 
advertisement 
matchmaking framework 
for flexible resource 
management in 
distributed environments 
with decentralized 
ownership of resources, 
which uses the 
matchmaker/entity 
structure.
Features:
extensible schema 
model; no QoS; network 
directory store; 
centralized queries 
discovery; periodic push 
advertisement.
DPSS
[79]
Data
Intensive
Distributed
Computing
Group,
Lawrence
Berkeley
National
Laboratory
The Distributed Parallel 
Storage System (DPSS) 
is a data block server, 
providing high- 
performance data 
handling and architecture 
for building high 
performance storage 
systems from low-cost
DPSS uses broker/agent 
architecture: agents are 
processes that monitor 
the state of the system; 
broker is an agent that 
manages the information, 
filters information for 
clients, or performs some 
action on behalf of a
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commodity hardware 
components. This 
technology is applied in 
providing an economical, 
high performance, widely 
distributed, and highly 
scalable architecture for 
caching large amounts of 
data that can potentially 
be used by many 
different users.
client. Agents model 
their environment using 
an extensible set of Facts 
and act on their 
environment using a set 
of Tasks.
Features:
object model; no QoS; 
agent-based store; 
centralized queries 
discovery; periodic push 
advertisement.
Globus
[66]
Mathemati
cs and
Computer
Science
Division,
Argonne
National
Laboratory
This system is intended 
to achieve a vertically 
integrated treatment of 
application, middleware, 
and network. A low-level 
toolkit provides basic 
mechanisms such as 
communication, 
authentication, network 
information, and data 
access. These 
mechanisms are used to 
construct various higher- 
level metacomputing 
services, such as parallel 
programming tools and 
schedulers. The long­
term objective is to build 
a grid infrastructure, an 
integrated set of higher- 
level services that enable 
applications to adapt to 
heterogeneous and 
dynamically changing 
metacomputing 
environments.
The architecture 
distributes the resource 
management problem 
among distinct local 
manager, resource 
broker, and resource co­
allocator components, 
and defines an extensible 
resource specification 
language (RSL) to 
exchange information 
about requirements. The 
information service 
within the architecture 
uses a Metacomputing 
Directory Service (MDS) 
[80], which adopts the 
data representations and 
API defined by the 
LDAP service [81].
Features:
extensible schema 
model; soft QoS; 
network directory store; 
distributed queries 
discovery; periodic push 
advertisement.
GRACE
[82]
School of 
Computer 
Science 
And
Software 
Engineerin 
g, Monash 
University, 
Australia
GRACE (Grid 
Architecture for 
Computational 
Economy) is a 
framework that uses 
economic theories in grid 
resource management 
and scheduling. The 
components of this
Nimrod/G is a grid 
resource broker that 
allows managing and 
steering task farming 
applications on 
computational grids. It 
follows a computational 
economic model for 
resource management
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management system 
include global scheduler 
(broker), bid-manager, 
directory server, and bid- 
server working closely 
with grid middleware and 
fabrics. This 
infrastructure also offers 
generic interfaces (APIs) 
that the grid tools and 
applications
programmers can use to 
develop software 
supporting the 
computational economy.
and scheduling. This 
system emphasis on 
developing deadline and 
budget based constrained 
scheduling schemes.
Features:
extensible schema 
model; hard QoS; 
relational resource info 
store; distributed queries 
discovery; periodic 
push/pull advertisement.
Legion
[71]
Dept, of 
Computer 
Science, 
Univ. of 
Virginia
Legion is an object- 
oriented metacomputing 
environment, intended to 
connect many millions of 
individual nodes ranging 
from PCs to massively 
parallel supercomputers. 
It manages billions of 
objects and allows users 
to write and run 
applications in an easy 
to- use, transparent 
fashion. It combines 
machines from many of 
administrative domains 
into a single coherent 
system.
Legion uses a resource 
management
infrastructure. The 
philosophy of scheduling 
is that it is a negotiation 
of service between 
autonomous agents, one 
side on the part of the 
application (consumer) 
and the other side on 
behalf of the resource or 
system (provider). The 
components of the model 
are the basic resources, 
the information database, 
the schedule 
implementer, and an 
execution monitor.
Features:
extensible object model; 
soft QoS; object model 
store; distributed queries 
discovery; periodic pull 
advertisement.
NetSolve
[72]
Dept, of 
Computer 
Science, 
Univ. of 
Tennessee
It is client-agent-server 
system solution that 
enables users to solve 
complex scientific 
problem remotely in 
distributed systems. The 
system allows users to 
access both hardware and 
software computational 
resources distributed
The NetSolve agent 
operates as a database or 
a resource broker.
It allows resource 
recovery and brokerage 
as well as best resource 
selection by using of 
agent. The agent keeps 
track of information 
about all the servers in its
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across a network. 
NetSolve searches for 
computational resources 
on a network, chooses 
the best one available, 
and using retry for fault- 
tolerance solves a 
problem, and returns the 
answers to the user.
resource pool, including 
their availability, load, 
network accessibility, 
and the range of 
computational tasks that 
they can perform. The 
agent then selects a 
server to perform the 
task, and the server 
responds to the client’s 
request.
Features:
extensible schema 
model; soft QoS; 
distributed queries 
discovery; periodic push 
advertisement.
Ninf [83] Computer
Science
Division,
Electrotech
nical
Laboratory,
Japan
Ninf is an ongoing global 
network-wide computing 
infrastructure project 
which allows users to 
access computational 
resources including 
hardware, software and 
scientific data distributed 
across a wide area 
network with an easy to- 
use interface. Ninf is 
intended not only to 
exploit high performance 
in network parallel 
computing, but also to 
provide high quality 
numerical computation 
services and accesses to 
scientific databases 
published by other 
researchers.
Computational resources 
are shared as Ninf remote 
libraries executable at a 
remote Ninf server.
In order to facilitate 
location transparency and 
network wide 
parallelism, the Ninf 
meta-server maintains 
global resource 
information regarding 
computational server and 
databases, allocating and 
scheduling coarse­
grained computation to 
achieve good global load 
balancing. The Ninf 
meta-server is a JAVA 
agent, a set of which 
gathers network 
information regarding the 
Ninf servers, and also 
helps the client to choose 
an appropriate Ninf 
server, either 
automatically or 
semiautomatically.
Features:
Fixed schema model; no 
QoS; centralised queries 
discovery; periodic push 
advertisement.
OpenNeb 
ula [60, 
76]
Open-
source
project
It provides the 
functionality to deploy, 
monitor and control VMs
OpenNebula aims to 
provide an open, flexible, 
extensible, and
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on a pool of distributed 
physical resources.
comprehensive 
management layer to 
automate and orchestrate 
the operation of 
virtualized data centers 
by leveraging and 
integrating existing 
deployed solutions for 
networking, storage, 
virtualization, monitoring 
or user management.
Features:
Schema model; no QoS; 
centralized queries 
discovery; periodic push 
advertisement.
Cloud
Scheduler
[84]
High
energy
physics
(HEP)
Legacy
Data
Project
Canada
In High Energy Physics 
(HEP) this has recently 
become an important topic 
as a number of 
experimental projects have 
stopped recording collision 
data and there is a desire to 
ensure that the data is 
useable for many years. 
Although the HEP 
community are pioneers in 
scholarly communication, 
the community has taken 
yet few steps to enable re­
use of its data. A solution 
will involve a variety of 
technological tools such as 
virtualization and cloud 
computing.
The Resource 
management system is 
aim to make simple and 
transparent for 
researchers to deploy 
their applications. It 
developed a virtual 
machine resource 
manager for computing 
cloud.
Features:
Schema model; no QoS; 
centralized queries 
discovery; periodic push 
advertisement.
Table 2.1: Existing Research on Resource Management
The ability of both grid and cloud that to federate many heterogeneous distributed 
resources enables collaborations and supports applications. Grids have been deployed to 
solve large scale problems in particular scientific research such as physics, distributed 
collaboration, bioinformatics. And clouds are being deployed in enterprise environment to 
achieve cost-effective, on-demand service of resource provisioning to applications. 
Therefore, effective management of resources is crucial for fully realizing the promise of 
these two computing paradigms. The main objective of resource management system is to
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provide resources to user’ request, so that both of the users and resources providers will 
be satisfied. The survey of existing resource management systems in grids and clouds 
computing are shown in Table 2.1.
From this survey, we can identify that grid resource management preserves the 
autonomy of organizations hosting the resources that span multiple organizations. It also 
address dynamic situation such as job failure, resources joining the grid and resources 
becoming unavailable to the grid. However, following the increase in the number of 
user’s request, cloud service performance will be surely impacted by the limited network 
resources. Therefore, the resource management is designed to handle this issue in cloud 
computing. Aim to provide on-demand service, we can identify that cloud resource 
management has to address several challenges. Firstly, cloud resource management must 
address the ability for satisfying more user demand within limited network resources. 
Secondly, cloud resource management must be elastic. Elasticity which can rapidly scale 
up and down to deliver the service to users is of particular concern to cloud environments. 
Thirdly, cloud resource management must address guaranteed service for cloud 
applications. Due to the network resource uncontrollable behavior, the cloud service 
provider is difficult to maintain the service performance. Finally, cloud resource 
management must address the ability to efficiently utilize physical resource via 
virtualization technology. Thus, the traffic load of network will dramatically decrease and 
also load balance of end-system resource will be improved.
This thesis presents a novel cloud resource management framework that can address 
these limitations. The framework relies on service-oriented broker and virtualization 
technology within a cloud service provider. Aim to maintain the service performance, this 
framework employs reservation mechanism to provide guaranteed service for cloud 
applications. The different scheduling algorithms have been applied in this framework in 
order to address the issue of both satisfying more user’s demand, efficiently utilizing 
potential physical resources and handling dynamic situations of virtualized resources. 
Therefore, this cloud resource management can provide benefit for cloud service provider, 
such as loads can be balanced to avoid over utilization of end-system resources, and 
reduce the network congestion resulting in better service performance for cloud 
applications. Finally, we believe this cloud resource management framework is best 
suited for managing virtualized resources and supporting millions of users that require 
computation resource or real-time multimedia services.
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2.3 Resource Broker
In cloud environment, executing a user’s application requires several prerequisites. 
Users need to know the service type and to describe their quality of service requirements 
before job submissions. Cloud system may include thousands of virtual resources, so it is 
not an easy task to identify actual state of these resources and select one for a user request.
Therefore, it is needed a solution of resource discovery, reservation and selection for 
supporting user’s request. The resource broker is a key to solve these problems, 
developed in the resource management framework [85, 8 6 ]. It is capable of enhancing the 
efficient utilization of cloud resources and provides service for users demand. 
Furthermore, resource vitalization technology has implemented in this architecture for 
improving the system performance. This kind of virtualization has also started a mapping 
process for abstracting the physical resource in cloud system.
This large number of mapping process is an optimal mapping between jobs and 
resources (CPU, storage and network) in order to complete jobs. An optimal mapping 
between jobs and resource (CPU, storage and network) are completed by many times of 
mapping process, eventually achieve the completion of jobs. These solutions are 
generated by scheduling/selection algorithms, usually as a part of broker. Job scheduling 
on a multiprocessor system has been purposed over 30 years and that is proved to be NP- 
complete [87-89]. These scheduling algorithms cannot control the resources directly, so 
the broker has the responsibility of selecting resources and processes so that all jobs can 
be executed on the best possible resources. Among the broker’s functions can be defined 
as: the resource discovery, selection, reservation and job execution. In grid computing 
system, scheduling is one of the tasks of grid resource managers. It is aimed at solving the 
problem of job scheduling inside heterogeneous environments. This is a complicated 
problem because of the shared resource in multi-organizational. Therefore, the grid 
scheduling is also NP-complete [90]. Cloud scheduling is similar with grid scheduling but 
focuses more on static or dynamic scheduling virtual resources by creating and destroying 
them in order to offer a better resource utilization, maximum load and efficiency. There 
are many different job/resource scheduling algorithm with different characteristic 
properties. These properties are affiliate with performance criteria that include:
V Network resource utilization: Network resource utilization is measured by maximum
average link utilization in period of time.
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V CPU utilization: This is the percentage of utilizing CPU time and related with the 
load balanced of computation resources.
Y Throughput: Maximizing the number of processes completed per unit of time.
2.3.1 Survey of Resource Brokers
The survey of resource brokers are summarized as shown in Table 2.2, and a short 
description of their architecture and operation is given.
Grid/Cloud
Broker
Middleware
Support
Scheduling
AliEn RB [92] Alice Push and pull task assignment
AppLeS [93] GT2 Centralized adaptive Scheduling 
with heuristics, self-scheduled work 
queues
EZ-GRID 
Broker [94]
G T2,3 Own information service with 
dynamic and historical data, Policy 
Engine Framework for provider 
policies
GRIDBUS 
Grid Service 
Broker [22, 95]
GT,
UNICORE,
Alchemi
Economy-based and data-aware 
scheduling
GridWay [96] GT, gLite,
NorduGrid,
OSG
Decentralized (or centralized) 
scheduler, Adaptive scheduling
GRIP Broker 
[97]
GT 2, 3, 
UNICORE
Ontology Engine for translating 
different information service data
GRUBER [98] GT 3,4 Internal site monitoring feature, 
various user-oriented policies
GTbroker [99] GT 2, 3, LCG-2 User-oriented policies, additional 
dynamic information
JSS RB [100] GT 4,
NorduGrid ARC
Scheduling algorithms with 
benchmark-based execution time 
and transfer time estimation
LCG-2/ gLite 
Broker [24, 
1 0 1 ]
LCG-2/gLite Eager or lazy policies, push and pull 
models for task assignments, 
provider oriented policy support
NIMROD/G
[82]
GT 2, Legion Deadline and budget based 
Constrained scheduling, hierarchical 
and decentralized agent-based 
scheduler
OGSI Broker 
[102, 103]
GT 3 User-oriented and provider-oriented 
resource owner policies, internal 
agent-based information system
Table 2.2: Survey of the Existing Brokers
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From the different type of the broker survey we can clearly identify which properties 
are used and which ones are highly supported [85, 91]. As grids or clouds are heading 
towards the user’s QoS requirement and guaranteed data transmission service should be 
more supported. The most important thing is to provide all these resources properties to 
the users, making available more brokering services, more middleware functionalities and 
more resources in a transparent way. The presented survey helps in identifying and 
categorizing the most important properties of grid resource brokers in the various grid or 
cloud environments. We presented the main functionalities of the existing brokers which 
can enhance resource utilization in the future development. With the presented survey of 
brokers, we can have a better understanding of the operation and utilization of the existing 
brokers.
2.4 Summary
This chapter presented the stat-of-the-art and reviewed the literature that allows 
positioning the approach taken and the contribution of this dissertation with respect to 
existing technologies. To understand the conceptual contribution of this dissertation, the 
term large-scale distributed computing such as grid and cloud computing were described 
in section 2.1 as a natural evolution from the current computing platform. The details of 
the resource management system of grid and cloud computing was defined in section 2 .2 , 
and also its related works were presented in this section. Section 2.3 described the 
development of the function of resource broker and its related work. Section 2.4 presented 
the brief description of this chapter.
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Chapter 3
3 Architecture of Resource Management 
Framework
In order to solve the problem of how to effectively utilizing potential physical 
resources in cloud computing. The virtualization technology is employed to solve this 
problem which aims to satisfy diverse user’s QoS requirements. Novel cloud resource 
management framework and broker architecture are presented in this chapter. The related 
work of resource management and broker technology have mentioned in previous chapter. 
In the current, grid resource management concentrates in understanding and managing the 
grid service in the different administrative domain from the viewpoint of resources 
provider and the resource consumer. Usually, job processing is implemented by 
submitting job, whereas the resources ability is provided through a specific interface. This 
chapter presents the results of those discussions that form the basic contribution of this 
research. The first section 3.1 introduces the cloud resource management and identifies 
the scope of research. Section 3.2 presents the conceptual design of the cloud resource 
management framework. Section 3.3 proposed a service-oriented resource broker.
3.1 System Overview
Cloud computing provides on-demand services for end users. It is a service-oriented 
architecture that includes SaaS, PaaS, and laaS, and that deliver service from the service 
provider to end-users [27]. Various types of clouds are in operation today. These include 
public clouds such as Amazon EC2 [6 ] that comprises shared resources that can be used 
by public consumes. A private cloud on the other hand is accessible to the members of a 
given group only. An enterprise cloud that serves the employees of a given company and 
a research cloud that unifies resources located in multiple institutions are two variants of 
the private cloud. Irrespective of type of a cloud performing resource management 
effectively is an important concern.
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Nowadays, the virtualization technology has applied in cloud computing for 
supporting on-demand service [104]. These virtualized resources usually reside on the 
same physical network or a data center in a hosting environment. However, the virtual 
resource can be anywhere, thus breaking direct hardware dependencies associated with 
physical resources. As many of computing- and data-intensive applications have applied 
on cloud, such as high-energy physics, controlled experiments and real-time multimedia. 
For such variety of applications, it may need real-time data transfer, or even computation 
applications, and then the cloud service provider will provide service for these requests. 
In cloud service provider, the laaS refers to efficiently share virtual resources (network, 
computing, and storage) that can rapidly scale up and down to deliver a high QoS to users. 
Management of network, storage, computing and other resources in a distributed system 
is recognized as a “hard” problem. The dynamic nature of the resource pool comprising a 
large number of heterogeneous resources increases the complexity of resource 
management on a cloud significantly. Existing literature on resource management on 
grids and clouds describes techniques that are only based on the computation or storage 
resource. It does not involve network resource that will impact the cloud application 
performance. Due to the resources are limited, it needs cloud service provider efficiently 
provide their resources for users demand. Therefore, an effective resource management 
strategy is crucial for harnessing the power of the underlying distributed physical 
resources and achieving a high system performance. The two operations are required for 
managing resource: matchmaking and scheduling. First, matchmaking is the process of 
allocating jobs associated with user requests to resource selected from the available 
resource pool. Scheduling refers to determining the order in which jobs mapped to a 
specific resource are to be executed. Effective matchmaking and scheduling are crucial 
for utilizing the power of the underlying resource pool and achieving high system 
performance that in turn leads to user satisfaction and enhanced revenue for the service 
provider. We present cloud resource management framework (CRMF) which perform the 
desired level of service. The function of this framework includes satisfying user’s request 
and efficiently utilizing virtualized resource by many applications. A service-oriented 
resource broker architecture (SRBA) is based on this framework that is proposed to 
discover, scheduling, reserve and allocate of best combined available resources in order to 
satisfying various user’s QoS requests. The reservation mechanism is one of the ways to 
provide guaranteed service for end-users. The relation between resource management,
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broker and scheduling are shown in Figure 3-1.
Cloud Resource Management Framework 
Service-Oriented Resource Broker
Index
Service Job Scheduling Monitor
VM VM VN
V
VN
Figure 3-1: The View of Cloud Resource Management
From these points of view, we consider the problem of resource management in a 
large-scale cloud environment. For instance, the problem of scheduling jobs onto virtual 
machines is known as an optimization problem. And, the other problem of how to select 
data source and network resource to meet cloud application’s demand are also need be 
concerned. These applications include real-time application such as multimedia and 
computing-intensive application. We address these problems of finding a mapping of jobs 
onto end-system resources, such that a given system performance is maximized at all 
times. We identify the design goals for management and broker that effectively perform 
resource allocation in large, dynamic system as follow:
>  Performance objective: The objective of this design is to achieve efficient utilize 
physical resources under user’s QoS constraint in cloud environments.
>  Adaptability: The virtual resource allocation process must be dynamically and 
efficiently adapt to change in the demand for cloud services.
>  Scalability: This Job allocation process must be scalable from both network resource 
and the number of end-system resources.
We study the problem of resource allocation in the context of cloud service provider 
that owns the physical resource. Using this infrastructure, the service provider offers on- 
demand service to the users. This thesis contributes towards a virtual resource
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management framework and broker architecture for a cloud environment and also 
proposes a different resource scheduling algorithm that supports the above design goals.
3.2 Cloud Resource Management Framework
While cloud computing researches further to geographically separated end-system 
resources, it requires considering end-to-end guaranteed services performance. To meet 
the growing demand for data and computation access, the current resource management 
framework only concern about end-system resources. Users are increasingly using cloud 
framework to share resources at numerous levels from intranets to across the global 
Internet. In terms of functionality, the cloud-enabled resource manager extended the old 
grid resource manager with new functions: The resource virtualization techniques need to 
be implemented in a resource management framework for providing efficient on-demand 
services. The requests of users for a specific cloud application and the release of virtual 
resources after its use ended. The cloud management component is responsible for the 
provision, releasing and scheduling the status of network and end-system resources.
According to the different cloud applications as mentioned before, some potential 
problems such as uncertainties and complexities within the network inevitably have an 
impact on the performance of data access services. Therefore, CRMF is proposed to 
deliver a guaranteed service for users. The main idea behind this framework is that user 
should ensure not only availability of conventional service such as data and network 
services, but also reserve and allocation of resources are required to perform reliable 
transmission of service. It requires a combination of network and end system resources 
corresponding to the cloud in order to maintain on-demand services. This framework aims 
to launch as data-and computing intensive applications with user’s QoS constraint, then 
related service within the cloud environment is identified, and finally user demand can be 
guaranteed through reserve of combined resources. Therefore, the high speed data 
transmission can be maintained over a large-scale cloud network.
On the presented scenario with a set of different components are involved. Hereafter 
we briefly present a description for the each component. An illustration of such 
components and interactions are shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Cloud Virtual Resource Management Framework
> End-users: End-users in cloud environment are similar to users of today’s Internet, 
except that co-existence of multiple virtual networks from completing CSPs enables 
them to choose from a wide range of services. Any end-user may connect to service 
providers. They require appropriately reliable and timely service delivery, easy-to-use 
interface, collaborative support, information about their service. The user’s QoS 
requirement such as the response time constraint, maximum data transmission time 
deadline and bandwidth are submitted to broker.
>  Service-oriented Broker: Brokers act as mediators between the end-user and message 
transfer service layer in cloud environments. When a specified user requests is 
received, the broker decides whether to accept the request by considering the virtual 
network status and available end-system resources from a message transfer service 
layer. Cloud service providers gather information from infrastructure providers to 
create diverse virtual networks and deployed services on those virtual networks for 
end users through broker. Their presence simplifies the overall process of finding the 
service and infrastructure providers. In the same way they allow the users to select 
the best match available resources from a wide range of service providers.
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>  Message transfer service layer: In this framework, the message transfer service layer 
is tracking the performance of the virtual network and end-system resources. This 
layer has proven to be used for gathering information from virtualized resources. 
Therefore, this collected information can be used to allocate resource in the broker. 
This layer keeps the status information of all resources which helps the broker for 
jobs scheduling or resource selection.
>  Cloud service providers (CSPs): In network virtualization technology, the traditional 
Internet service provider (ISPs) can be separated to two decoupling providers which 
include InPs and SPs in network environment. The service providers (SPs) are 
responsible for finding and composing the adequate set of virtual resources from one 
or more infrastructure provider to create virtual networks and resources to offer a 
service to the end-users. This virtualized network would alleviate ISP’s busy and 
valuable backbone network since the traffic cause congestion in underlying physical 
network from the user to end-system resource, avoiding most of the busy backbone.
>  Infrastructure providers (InPs): Infrastructure providers are responsible for the 
operation and management of the underlying physical network resource. The 
infrastructures offer their resources through a set of interfaces to service providers 
(SPs), not directly to the end users.
3.3 Service-oriented Resource Broker
In order to utilize the cloud virtualized resources, the cloud service provider will 
handle more than one user with one or more jobs. That the multiple users submit jobs to 
cloud service provider is a complex processing. It involves in essence the ability to query 
the index service from the service provider and select the best resources for the users’ 
request. The objective of the resource broker is able to deal with the resources which are 
under the control of multiple administrative domains. The system load and status of the 
resources also change frequently. Therefore, the resources information is often limited or 
updated. In particular, in cloud environment, the role of a resource broker becomes 
important for resource management as the services required for users in terms of 
computation jobs and data transmission must be met. Thus, the resource broker must not 
be limited to the meta-job scheduling or resource selection only, but may also need to be 
satisfied by the user’s QoS requirement. Resource brokering must also be integrated with 
performance monitoring and analysis within the cloud system. This proposed service-
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oriented resource broker is intermediate from the service provider to the end users and 
submits jobs to the appropriate resource for execution.
Specifically, broker is defined as the process of making scheduling decisions 
involving resource over multiple admission domains. This service-oriented broker must 
be capable of making efficient resource selection algorithm in a cloud environment where 
it has no control over the resource.
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Figure 3-3: Service-oriented Resource Broker
Concerning the resource matching, reservation and allocation problem, the service- 
oriented resource broker has been implemented in this resource management framework 
as shown in Figure 3-3.
The broker involves the process of jobs to suitable resources or resource selection 
under user’s QoS constraints that implement in four main phases on cloud environment. 
During the scheduling process, jobs are needed to be matched with suitable resources that 
are fulfilling the user’s requirements as well as balancing the load on cloud resources. 
The progress of those phases is as follow:
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(1) Identify User’s Requirement
In this phase, users need to describe their job’s requirements. These different users 
will pass the information of requirements to broker. The phase of resource requirement 
interpretation is converting the user’s requirement to quality of service (QoS) metrics, 
such as the transmission time timing request, file name of data source, data file size and 
CPU capability, etc. Other issues include the execution start time and its duration. This 
phase is critical because it will affect the following phases, determining where the job 
eventually be submitted for execution [105-107].
(2) Resource Discovering
After the user’s requirement has been identified by the interpreter in the first phase, 
the abstract user’s requirements information is passed to the resource discovering phase. 
The resource discovering phase is aimed to discover the potential combination of 
resources from index service by discovery interface. This stage of resource brokering is 
the process of inquiring the cloud resources, useful to identify the suitable resources 
which have characteristic and to fulfill the requirement of submitted jobs.
The first step is to eliminate the resources from index service that does not meet the 
job’s requirement constraints. This process is enhanced efficient allocation resources in 
avoiding unnecessary processing associated with contacting resources that do not have the 
ability to handle the job’s requirements.
The second step in this phase is to contact the index service with those resources that 
are able to meet the job’s minimum requirements. The proposed of contacting the index 
service is to query the current state of those resources and report to the requester for 
allowing broker to make a decision where to submit a job for submitted user’s QoS 
request. The index service is commonly used in resource management within cloud 
environments. This index service is an integral part of the cloud infrastructure due to its 
diverse scope and dynamic nature. Cloud resources on the cloud platform fluctuate as 
their utilization and availability continuously change. When a user enters the process of 
resource selection the index service are queried. It provides static or dynamic resource 
information in terms of bandwidth, storage and computation resources for on-demand 
user request. That information will help broker to determine whether the resource is 
available.
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(3) Resource Selection
According to the user’s QoS requirement, a list of satisfied resources is passed to 
resource combination ranking that seek the best match between the users and the service 
provider through some certain of algorithms with resources static or dynamic conditions. 
Job scheduling or resource selection is the process of choosing and assigning the resource 
from the candidate resources set located by resources discovery process. This phase is to 
allocation job across a set of chosen resources which satisfy the job’s requirement. The 
allocation process is match problem which is NP-complete problem. A related traditional 
scheduling algorithm problem is a global static and dynamic scheduling algorithm. Many 
heuristics have been proposed to try to optimal the match. The overall goal is to minimize 
the computing time or maximum system performance of the application.
(4) Job Execution
This is the final phase which includes a reservation mechanism and job submission, 
after the resource has been selected.
The first step is resource reservation mechanism that is aimed to provide guaranteed 
service for users demand (real-time multimedia application or computation application) in 
cloud environment. After resource selection process, one or more resources are probably 
matched to multiple jobs. In this case, the collision is happened and results in some users 
cannot get guaranteed service as this resource cannot provide enough services for all 
potential users at the same time. A reservation is used to specific a minimum guaranteed 
amount of resources; a minimum user’s request that applies even when a system is heavy 
overload. The reservation mechanism enables the users and service provider have the 
possibility to know the exact service capability such as the network bandwidth, the CPU 
clock cycle (megahertz) and the storage of hard disk (megabytes) and so on. Therefore, 
the resource reservation unit will provide this mechanism to serve the cloud resource via 
reservation interface.
The second step is job submission, once the network and end-system resources are 
chosen; the multiple jobs can be submitted to the resources for execution process. Finally, 
when the job is finished, the user needs to be notified. The broker will send a message to 
the users.
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3.4 CloudSim simulator
CloudSim [108] is a simulation toolkit for modeling and simulation of cloud 
computing infrastructures and services. It is implemented as a Java API published under 
the GNU GPL and is part of the GridBus Project [109]. GridSim is still under 
development and the current release is version 5.0 and it is the previous generation of the 
CloudSim. Its toolkit supports the facility for simulating different classes of 
heterogeneous resources, users, applications and resource brokers. It can be used for 
simulation of job scheduling on various configurations of parallel and distributed systems 
such as clusters, grids and P2P networks. Overview of GridSim Features:
• Supports heterogeneous resources
• Space- or time-shared resource scheduling
• Resource speed in MIPS
• Resources support time zones
• Time settings to model non-grid workload.
• Resource reservation supported
• Different application models supported
• Tasks can be CPU and I/O intensive
• No task limit on resources
• Multiple user can submit tasks
• Network speed between resources can be specified
• Supports static and dynamic schedulers
• Statistics can be recorded
• Cross-platform (Java-based)
• Design and Architecture
The GridSim toolkit is mainly used to test scheduling algorithms and aimed at 
verifying the feasibility, rationality and validity of certain scheduling algorithms. GridSim 
allows building up simple network topology of routers and links. The user can not 
simulate specific network protocols as GridSim uses a mechanism quite similar to UDP.
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The toolkit allows the user to define certain network simulation parameters including 
background traffic but nonetheless GridSim remains focused on testing scheduling 
algorithms.
CloudSim is advanced generation of GridSim simulation toolkit. It is the utilization 
of simulations tool for the certain case of cloud computing. It also aims to provide a 
generalized and extensible simulation framework that enables seamless modelling, 
simulation and experimentation of emerging cloud computing infrastructures and 
application services. Overview of CloudSim functionalities:
• Support for modelling and simulation of large scale cloud computing data 
centers
• support for modeling and simulation of virtualized server hosts, with 
customizable policies for provisioning host resources to virtual machines
• support for modeling and simulation of energy-aware computational resources
• support for modeling and simulation of federated clouds
• support for dynamic insertion of simulation elements, stop and resume of 
simulation
• support for user-defined policies for allocation of hosts to virtual machines and 
policies for allocation of host resources to virtual machines
As known well as both of GridSim and CloudSim are runnable simulation tools on 
Windows/Linux operation systems. They are completely programmed in Java and 
therefore have cross-platform features. In this research work, Windows is chose as the test 
platform.
3.5 Summary
This chapter presented mainly technology developed in the cloud computing. The 
cloud resource management framework is proposed and described by its main 
components. It also presented a comprehensive description of using resource management 
in cloud computing environments. Focusing on the limitation of existing resource 
management systems when handling data or computing intensive applications, we 
proposed cloud resource management that needed to provide on-demand service for cloud 
computing. This resource management framework consists of a set of components to
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solve the resource optimization problem and satisfy user’s demand by using different job 
scheduling schemes. These users demand can be configured as different types of 
applications, such as real-time multimedia or computation applications. This chapter also 
presented the service-oriented resource broker architecture in this resource management 
framework. The procedure of the broker has been investigated. This broker architecture is 
proposed for discovering, selecting and reserving potential cloud resources in order to 
provide guaranteed service of user’s requirements. The CloudSim simulator is introduced 
in last section. The resource management and broker component has been extended from 
this simulator.
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Chapter 4
4 Resource Selection Algorithm for Data 
Transfer in Cloud Computing
Cloud computing provides on-demand services for users, and the different type of 
service depending on the user’s request and amount of data transferred. When deploying 
data intensive applications in a cloud environment, optimizing combined resource 
allocation are necessary in order to satisfy multiple users request and minimize the 
resource utilization. In this chapter, the service-oriented resource broker is introduced to 
serve the application of a large data transfer. With integrated a resource reservation 
mechanism, the broker may not only provide an efficient resource utility but also a certain 
level of QoS guarantees by reserving the requested network resource along the 
transmission path from a server to end user. We proposed a user's QoS constraint 
dynamic resource selection algorithm for satisfying user request and efficient utilize 
resources. The experiment setup and initial simulation result are provided. The design has 
been implemented and evaluated in a simulator and testbed for online-mode IPTV 
scenarios with successful results.
4.1 The Application Overview
Cloud computing is new computing paradigms which aim to provide reliable and 
guarantee services to meet user’s requirements within dynamic computing environment. It 
also enables integrated and cooperated with all kinds of software, platform and 
infrastructure services to support on-demand applications for the user [27, 110]. A variety 
of cloud applications require large data transfer, such as IPTV and real time multimedia 
streaming, etc. For such applications, data server provides large amounts of data, and 
users who require downloading the data from the geographically dispersed servers. Based 
on these real-time applications, the service-oriented cloud system in which infrastructure 
as a service refers to share the hardware resources for executing large amounts of data 
transfer.
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Accounting to user’s QoS requirement, the resource broker enables to find resources 
for users and allocate the best resources to the user’s jobs. There are many research 
efforts being put on how to optimize the resource allocation for jobs. These efforts can be 
divided base on the applications they are targeting. In another word, resource allocations 
for different applications have various criteria. There are no research approaches that can 
declare it can be used for resource allocation of all kinds of applications [90]. Resource 
brokers can be designed for a more general purpose but still with targeted applications. 
Paper [95] presented a resource broker that is to deliver tasks in the shortest time for the 
individual computation application. Another approach is to provide a resource broker for 
data storage application.
In this chapter, we are presenting a service-oriented resource broker for data shifting 
in an IPTV scenario that can optimize the network bandwidth allocation for the cloud jobs 
with reservation mechanism. The reservation mechanism is one of the ways to provide 
guarantee service for users. Within this broker, a user’s QoS constraint dynamic resource 
selection algorithm has been introduced to optimize the best combined resource allocation 
and execution for user demand.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in section 4.2, a service- 
oriented resource broker interaction is presented. The user’s QoS constraint dynamic 
resource selection is described in section 4.3. The performance evaluation and initial 
simulation results are discussed in section 4.4. In section 4.5, the conclusion and future 
work is presented.
4.2 Service-oriented Broker Interaction
According to the resource selection problem, the service-oriented resource 
architecture has been mentioned in chapter 3. This broker interaction for IPTV application 
has been shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Broker Interactions for IPTV Application
The procedure of resource selection and allocation from the broker can be described 
as following step:
(i) Before the user sends requests to the broker, the network and content of server 
(host) information have been automatically registered to index service.
(ii) Users from client site pass jobs with QoS requirement to broker.
(iii) After that, the broker discovers possible host with virtual path from index 
service. The list contain all possible combined resources in broker that aim to 
find best match of resource under user QoS constraint.
(iv) From that resource list, it is searching for the appropriate video file from host
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and takes the user’s timing request to calculate the minimum bandwidth for 
each request. Then it finds all possible satisfied combined resource between the 
user and host.
(v) The dynamic resource selection under user’ QoS constraint has implemented 
for allocation best match of combined resources. The paths of network resource 
are decided by virtual path through host.
(vi) The resource reservation mechanism reserves the combined resource through 
the reservation interface. It returns successful signal to user when all resources 
of a combination is successfully reserved. Otherwise, if any combined resource 
is not available, then the reservation unit replies reservation failure signal to 
user.
(vii) The users can send the request messages to the hosts for downloading video 
data. Finally, the use can download the video data from reserved network and 
host.
4.3 Dynamic Combined resource Optimization
This combined resource optimization identifies best matched resource under user 
QoS constraint. It is able to maximize user successful rate and minimize the network 
resource usage [1 1 1 ].
4.3.1 The User Requests
These user requirements correspond to different cloud application. The notations are 
given as below:
A set of user request R =  ri, r2, •••, r#, /f is  the number of users, T(r{), i =  1,2, •••, /f 
as the minimum timing requirement for data transmission of each user, or it is the user’s 
timing constraint.
A set of data resource D = d1#d 2 , ,dN, N is the number of data resources, S(dj)  as 
the file size of data resource dj, where j  =  1,2, ••• N.
The total available bandwidth of network resource is noted as Bavi and the bottleneck 
bandwidth of selected transmission path is noted as Bsei
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4.3.2 Optimization Objectives
To formulate the problem of combined resource optimization under user QoS 
constraints. The binary variable X; represents successful allocation, if only if user request 
Ti is successfully achieved, X, set to 1, otherwise X; set to 0. The MAX-user request can be 
calculated in Eqn. 4_1 :
Max-resource utilization ratio is the ratio of reserved resource to total resources 
under same constraint. It is can be calculated using Eqn. 4_3.
Maximize E£=i ^ é Eqn. 4_1
Under the user QoS constraint and optimize condition are Eqn. 4_2:
Eqn. 4_2
Maximize Eqn. 4_3
Where the numerator EjLi (X; • is the total network resource has been allocated for
'i.
request. The Summary of the mathematic symbols shows in below Table 4.1.
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Principal Symbols Description
Bavi The total available bandwidth of network resource
BSel The bottleneck bandwidth of selected transmission path
dj The j  resource
D A set of data resources
i The order number of user among K
j The order number of resource among N
K The number of users
N The number of resources
n A user with i request
R A set of user request
S(dj) The file size of data resource dj
n n ) The user’s timing constraint of 77 request
Xt The successful resource allocation of request i
Table 4.1: Summary of the Mathematic Symbols
4.3.3 User’s QoS Constraint Dynamic Resource Selection Algorithm
The user’s QoS constraint dynamic resource selection algorithm for combined 
resource selection is proposed to achieve the two objectives described in the last section. 
In this framework, the index service for tracking network and host status based on the 
most recent measure resource information. This index service indicates the available data 
source and bottleneck of the transmission path of network resource, as update periodically 
according to the resource state. According to our proposed algorithm, it is desirable to 
select best matched combined resource under QoS constraint for resource allocation. To 
achieve this goal, the index service needs to examine the resource utilization for each user. 
First, the index service will identify a list of satisfied data sources when user sent request 
to broker. Second, it takes data resource information and the user’s timing request to
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calculate the minimum bandwidth for each user request. Based on these requirements, each 
user will find all possible transmission paths and select maximum bottleneck bandwidth of 
the connection between user and data resource until most requested jobs allocate to limit 
network resource. The algorithm iterates with combined resource being selected for the 
user request until its content availability requirement is satisfied. A pseudo-code for the 
entire operation of implementation of brokering optimized matched resources based on 
user requirement is shown as below in Figure 4-2.
[1] // Broker received the request form users
[2] While there are jobs in R with constraints to schedule
[3] For each job r* with constraint to schedule
[4] //Discover the satisfied data resource and add it onto new data resource_list
[5] For all the dataresources in Dwith qualified data file
[6 ] Find the application with file size S {dj)
[7] Computer Bsei= S {dj) /  T (rf)
[8 ] Assign dataresource dfis satisfied in new dataresource_list
[9] End for
[10] //Discover the updated netResource with requirement constraint
[11] For each the satisfied dataresource dj in new dataresource _list
[12] Find transmission path by Dijkstra’s algorithm with available BW Bavi
[13] If Bavi — Bsei
[14] dataresource dj is assigned in new list with satisfied transmission time
[15] End If
[16] End For
[17] //Sort dataresource with the maximum bottleneck BW of transmission path
[18] For each satisfied dataresource dj with quality Bavi
[19] Find the dataresource dj with maximum bottleneck bandwidth Bavi
[20] End for
[21] //Optimisation selection algorithm to decide dataresource and network resource
[22] allocate job rf to the dataresource dj with maximum Bavi
[23] delete job rt from list R
[24] update network traffic status
[25] End For
[26] End While
Figure 4-2: Pseudo Code of Optimized Resource Selection Algorithm
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4.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section we evaluate and compare the performance between the two schemes, 
namely random resource selection and dynamic combined resource selection under QoS 
constraint. In the random resource selection scheme, users arbitrary choose available 
resources from index service for data transmission. According to the dynamic combined 
resource selection scheme, users are intelligently selected host location and network 
resource (i.e. transmission path).
4.4.1 Experiment Setup
This simulation experiment is based on a testbed that include 3 routers connecting 3 
hosts as shown in Figure 4-3. This testbed is contributed in EC-GIN project [13]. This 
figure shows that router 1, 2 and 3 are connected with each other by 100Mbps Ethernet 
interfaces forming a triangle. End users Host B connected to router 2, Host A to router 1 
and Host C and D both to router 3 by 100 Mbps Ethernet interfaces. The testbed is 
configured that every end user is in a different sub-net. The designed broker is installed in 
Host B and BDTS components are installed in every end user. And the simulation result 
can be shown by CloudSim simulator and validate from real testbed platform.
HostDhCl
! & / •  Data 
. Source D/
^  i !  video_S
HostB
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Router
Host A
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Data 
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Figure 4-3: The Simulation Scenario
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It simulated a scenario of demonstrating IPTV in terms of large streaming file splitting 
for multipath transmission. In this scenario, an IPTV have several contents servers located 
in different places to cover large area for better streaming quality on the internet. To 
realized this scenario on the CloudSim simulator, according to many of user requests (i.e. 
0-100 users) with same or different QoS aspect for downloading file (i.e. file size is range 
in 100~500Mbytes) from host. The task of downloading video file with QoS constraint is 
passed to broker. Then, the broker queried the resource information from index service to 
discover video file on 3 hosts. After that, it will determine the virtual path on which these 
video file should be download that can satisfy the timing request by the user.
4.4.2 Experiment Result and Discussions
Figure 4-4 plots the successful ratio for the two selection algorithms, namely random 
resource selection and dynamic resource selection based on QoS constraint. We can 
clearly see from the Figure 4-4 that the successful ratio in dynamic resource selection is 
more than random resource selection 20%-30% until total network resource saturation.
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Figure 4-4: Successful Ratio vs. Number of Requested Services
In order to clearly show the successful ratio between random and dynamic algorithm, 
the network resource usage compare with successful ratio is show in Figure 4-5. As we 
can see, with the increased network resource usage, the gap of successful ratio between
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the two algorithms becomes more significant. This is especially the network resource 
usage less than 400MB, after that the network resource tend to saturation. This successful 
ratio shows in figure clearly indicates that our proposed dynamic resource selection 
algorithm is aim to maximum the user request successful ratio has been achieved.
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Figure 4-5: Network Resource Usage vs. Number of Requested Services
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Figure 4-6: Success Requests vs. Number of Requested Services
In addition, the Figure 4-6 shows the number of successful requests in these two 
algorithms. Obviously, the number of successful request in dynamic resource selection
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algorithm is increased sharply than random resource selection. In the other work, more 
requests can be served within dynamic resource selection algorithm.
From the Figure 4-7 we can see if the number of requests over than 40, meaning that 
more than 90% utilization of total network resources in dynamic resource selection 
algorithm, then these two algorithm for usage of network resource are tend to similar 
because the network resource becoming saturation. Therefore, the algorithm cannot go 
further to optimize the resource usage. This figure clearly indicate the objective of 
optimize of network resource usage by user’s requests.
Furthermore, the Figure 4-8 shows network resource usage of user request. From the 
figure we can see the total network resource usage for the dynamic resource selection 
algorithm increases significantly as the number of request increase until 40 requests. From 
our proposed dynamic algorithm, the two reasons of significantly use total network 
resources. One is that the network resource has priority selected by capacity for each 
request submit, and then optimized network resource usage. The other reason is the data 
resources have efficiently been selected by user request, that mean more network resource 
will be used. As we mentioned, the combined resource selection is more efficient utilize 
total network resource and satisfy more request with QoS constraint.
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Figure 4-7: Network Resource Usage Rate vs. Number of Requested Services
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4.4.3 Validation on a Testbed
The proposed design has been implemented on a testbed. The testbed formed by 7 
Linux machines with Ubuntu 8.10 installed as shown in Figure 4-3.
The test scenario is designed for potential user cases for IPTV in terms of big 
streaming file splitting for multiple path transmission and the current simplified case for 
content synchronization. In this scenario, an IPTV provider has several content servers 
located in different places to cover large area for better streaming quality on the Internet. 
For instance, a Chinese IPTV provider wants to provide high definition TV programs to 
global users where the interface connecting the national network is the bottleneck of the 
connection. So he leases a server located in Europe that can be used for people in Europe 
and North America and the other server in Africa for people in that continent. Using this 
approach, people in different continents can have good streaming service without being 
bothered by the bottlenecks due to the geographic difference. Then the IPTV provider 
need synchronize all of his content servers completely or partially depending on the local 
government policies on the TV entertaining and he need do this in a specified time with 
limit length so the impact to the service can be minimized, such as the early morning 
every day. The Cloud approach can kick in with the resource broker presented in the 
chapter 3 for fast and efficient content shifting among servers.
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To realize this scenario on the testbed, the Host B is acting as one of the server that is 
trying to synchronize itself with other servers Host C and Host D. The synchronization 
including download a large video file from D and a smaller video file from C as shown in 
Figure 2 where Video_S is the small video file and Video_B is the large video file. 
Clearly, the downloading from C and D to B will share the same link between Router 2 
and 3. The both tasks are required to be done during the same time. The link between 
Router 2 and 3 is set with bandwidth that can only satisfy the transmission of the large file 
Video_B from the Host D. And the bandwidth between Router 3 and 1 and between 
Router 1 and 2 are even smaller that cannot finish the downloading of Video_B in time.
The task of downloading file Video_B and Video_S in a fixed time is passed to the 
resource broker in Host B as a user request. The broker then queried the resource index 
file to discover that Video_B is on Host D and Video_S is on Host C. Then it will process 
the path on which these two files should be downloaded that can satisfy the timing 
requested by the user as described in the above section using the network topology matrix 
as an input. Figure 4-9 shows that the implemented broker intercepted the user’s request 
and discovered the wanted Video_B file, named large.ogg, in Host D with file size and 
location directory.
f. T erm in a l  -
file ed it/ View Jehriinal Tabs Help
ees5dh@hostb:~/CRBroker$ Java CRBrokerRun jo
Enter the user requirement file Tocation: j
userrequest.txt j
Enter the resource data file location : 
resource.txt ;
the user is from: b ;
the user want to download : large.ogg j
the user want to finish the downloading in : 120 |
the file is at: d j
the file size is : 38752768 j
the file is stored at : /home/ees5dh/large.ogg •
Figure 4-9: Network Resource Broker Implementation
The result shows that Video_B should go through the link between Router 2 and 
Router 3 and Video_S should go through the link between Router 3 and Router 1 to Host 
A first and then be forwarded by Host A to Host B through the link between Router 1 and 
2.
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File Edit View Terminai Tabs Help
Before sorting Vector in descending order : [[2, a], [6, c ] , [2, a, c]] 
After sorting Vector in descending order : [[2, a ] , [2, a, c j , [Q, c]j 
the direct link from 3 to 1 has a bw: 4 
the path with the biggest bw is  : [4, d, b] 
the bw along the requested path has been reserved successfully.
a) Optimized path for Video JB
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File Edit View Terminal Tabs Help
Before sorting Vector in descending order : [[2, a ] , [6, d], [8, a, d]] 
After sorting Vector in descending order : [[2, a ] , [0, d ], [0, a, d]] 
the direct link from 2 to 1 has a bw: 0
[the path with the biggest bw is  : [2, c, a, b]|
the bw along the requested path has been reserved successfully.
b) Optimized path for Video_S 
Figure 4-10: The Optimized Paths Generated by the Resource Broker
It is shown in Figure 4-10 where the green dashed line is the default downloading 
path for Video_S that is reconfigured by the broker to the solid green line to satisfy the 
user’s timing request by using virtual path routing through Host A. The path calculation 
results are shown in the screenshot of Figure 4. In the final path decision line marked by 
red rectangle, the path is presented as a host list in a source to destination order with a 
bandwidth weight in the beginning. The result showed that both files were successfully 
received by Host B on time with variation of several ms.
4.5 Summary
This chapter described a cloud infrastructure service framework (CISF) and 
introduced a service-oriented broker (SRB) for guarantee data transmission in cloud 
computing. This framework is typical of a service framework that aims to meet user’s 
QoS requirements. It provides a uniform mechanism for making virtualized resources 
reservation via a broker to maintain certain level of service to users and optimize 
combined resource utilization. Based on this framework, the service-oriented broker is 
proposed to discover adequate data source as video file and potential network resources 
which connected to end-system resources. It also optimize the transmission path 
utilization for a request under users’ QoS constraint while using network resource more 
efficiently by applying the overlay routing concept to the data transmission. A QoS
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constraint dynamic resource selection algorithm is achieved for optimizing combined 
resource in broker. This algorithm is in order to achieve both higher success ratio and 
more efficient utilize combined resources.
In this experiment, it simulated a scenario of demonstrating the IPTV application 
within cloud computing. From the simulation results, the simulation results show the 
successful ratio and total of network resource utilization in two different selection 
algorithms with as same as the user request. As the results, show that the proposed 
dynamic resource selection algorithm can largely increase the network resource utilization 
when the service has not reached saturation point. Moreover, the successful rate is also 
larger than the random resource selection algorithm. Therefore, this framework is 
potentially useful to utilize cloud virtualized resource and satisfy user requests. Finally, 
the combined resources have been successfully reserved by broker and provide 
guaranteed transfer service and perform real-time applications in cloud computing.
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Chapter 5
5 Virtual Resource Allocation for On- 
Demand Services
Cloud computing has emerged as a new computing paradigm, designed to provide 
hosting and delivering the service over the Internet. It provides on-demand services to 
end-users by using storage resources and the virtualized network.
Cloud computing is service-oriented architecture, and all kind of software, 
infrastructure and platform are treated as services in cloud computing environment. The 
“infrastructure as a service” is a service model that offers flexible hardware service to 
meet the users demand and achieve efficient resource utilization. Most of data-intensive 
applications such as real-time multimedia applications have been applied on cloud system. 
These applications access geographically separated data sources through even cross- 
continental-networks to different storage resources. However, the physical network’s 
performance will certainly affect the service quality. To deal with this issue, we propose a 
cloud resource management framework in chapter 3 that aims to achieve guarantee 
service for cloud applications. Within this framework, the service-oriented resource 
broker (SORB) is implemented to discovery, reserve and allocate of best combined 
resources for satisfying various user’s QoS requirement. In this chapter, physical network 
and virtual network are part component of network infrastructure has been implemented 
in broker architecture. Proposed user’s QoS constraint virtual network aware resource 
selection algorithm is applied for optimizing resource utilization and reducing the 
probability of occurrence of the network congestion. This simulation environment is set 
the Abilene network topology with realistic traffic traces. Our simulation results show that 
resource management framework improves the service performance and network resource 
utilization. The overview of the real-time multimedia scenario is described in section 5.1. 
In section 5.2, service-oriented broker interaction is presented. The problem description is 
described in section 5.3. The performance evaluation is in section 5.4. In section 5.5, the 
summary is presented.
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5.1 Real-time Multimedia Scenario Overview
Cloud computing has emerged as a new computing paradigm, designed to provide 
hosting and delivering service over the Internet [33, 112]. It provides on-demand services 
by optimize utilization of virtualized network and storage resources for end users. 
Recently, most of data-intensive applications such as real-time multimedia or IPTV have 
applied on cloud system. These applications reach geographically separated data sources 
cross wide area networks to different storage resources or data centers.
However, the performance degradation of network will certainly affect the service 
quality. Cloud is almost as widely known as service-oriented architecture, that service 
architecture offers a different types of service, SaaS, PaaS and laaS from cloud service 
providers to end users [33]. The laaS is based on the cooperation of CSPs, Infrastructure 
Providers and end users to provide the real-time multimedia traffic in order to satisfy 
user’s requests and achieve efficient resource utilization by. It is designed to use an 
integrated and collaborative resource pool, including network and storage resources.
Virtualization technology such as network virtualization has been employed in cloud 
computing for supporting services [104, 113]. In this technology, the pool of resources 
will convert into virtualized resources. These virtual resources usually reside on physical 
networks or data centers for hosting service. Thus, the virtual resources can be used 
anywhere, and breaking direct hardware dependencies associated with physical resources. 
With this loose coupling scenario, insulating the cloud system from hardware failure, and 
automatically move to another available resources.
As we have mentioned, real-time multimedia or IPTV on-demand services applied in 
cloud systems. For such variety of applications, it may require straight QoS requirements 
such as transmission delay and guaranteed bandwidth from the underlying network to 
support these applications. End users can gain access to their applications from anywhere 
through their connected resource. So, user only knows the type of the service, rather than 
provide the necessary infrastructure for them. Therefore, it allows users to use different 
services depending on the end-system resource utilization and bandwidth consumption as 
they need.
In the laaS, the CSPs refer to the high efficient virtualization resource sharing, and 
then rapidly deliver a high quality of service through substrate network (SN) in order to 
achieve guaranteed service assurance. Due to SN uncontrollable behavior in consuming
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network resource, real-time application operating problems have been caused by the 
condition of network resources. Therefore, how to manage efficiently SN resource 
utilization under users demand has become an increasingly important research topic.
To solve this problem, previous research focused on the integrated and collaborative 
storage resources at the end-system to meet the application requirements, such as Aneka 
[114], Cloudbus [115], Condor-G [70], GridWay [96]. These brokers implemented 
resource allocation via several policies, for instance policies based on economic model for 
both users and providers, based on the monitoring information of the virtual resources, or 
based on prediction mechanisms. These are based on an assumption that all end-systems 
are connected by high-speed networks. However, the continuously growing for the 
number of the cloud applications brings the network congestion problems. Taking into 
account of the remote users are connected via the Internet, even if the end-system as well 
as cooperated and ideally allocated to meet requirements of users, the real-time data 
transmission in remote place might be easily to lead to a problems, because these 
applications are very sensitive to the availability of network resources. In the case of real­
time multimedia services, it must be operated within the limited time constraint which is 
simply relying on the availability of sufficient network and data source, otherwise the 
corresponding to application requirements cannot be guaranteed.
In this chapter, we propose a cloud resource management (CRM) framework as 
mentioned in chapter 3 that bridges the gap between performances of the network and 
end-system resources in order to provide guaranteed service for cloud applications. 
Within this framework, not only consider the storage resources in end-system, but also 
virtualized network are integrated for delivering data access service since virtual 
resources can more efficiently utilize underlying physical resources. Furthermore, the 
virtualized resources reservation mechanism is provided to guarantee service performance 
for end users.
Based on this infrastructure, a service-oriented resource broker (SORB) is proposed 
to match and allocation of the best combination of resources to meet the users demand as 
mentioned in chapter 3. The functions of this broker provide guaranteed service from 
CSPs to end users and efficiently utilize all potential SN resources to cater for the 
different application requirements. Upon identifying the resource coordination issues 
between virtualized network and storage resource, broker has enough ability to control the 
physical network impact on cloud services. In order to optimally select combined virtual
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resources with high bandwidth availability to meet user’s demand.
We present a virtual network aware resource selection scheme that gathers 
information from both the data source in storage and virtual network resources. This 
resource selection scheme also benefits the physical resource utilization, as users tend to 
choose their own data source with the least number of hop counts in virtual path. The 
infrastructure providers perform regular measurement of physical network traffic and 
bandwidth utilization within a period of 5 minutes [116-119]. In this simulation 
experience, the physical network also periodically provides up-to-data network 
information to virtual network based on recent measurement.
5.2 Related Work of Real-time Scheduling
The real-time applications may get benefit from cloud service which increase timing 
guarantee. The critical requirements of these applications are typically expressed as 
transmission deadline requirements, and any delay is considered as failure for the service 
request from users. For instance, traffic control centers periodically gather the state of 
roads by sensor devices. The network information will be update before next data reports 
are submitted. If anyone consults the service provider about traffic problems, a real-time 
decision should be responded to help operators choose appropriate control actions. 
Besides, current Internet technology can not provide cloud users real-time control the 
timing behavior of the applications. Therefore, more flexible, transparent and guaranteed 
services between cloud service providers and users are needed considering in the future. 
According to above analysis, the ability of satisfying real-time application’s timing 
constraint play a significant role in cloud environment. However, the existing cloud 
schedulers are not perfect suitable for real-time tasks, because they can not support strict 
requirement of hard deadlines. A real-time scheduler must ensure that the data 
transmission time meet the deadline of user request, regardless of system load or 
makespan. Basically, the scheduler can be divided two different models, which include 
dynamic and static. First, a scheduler is called dynamic if it makes scheduling decisions at 
run time, selecting one out of the current set of ready jobs. Second, a scheduler is called 
static if it makes scheduling decisions at compile time. A static scheduler generates a 
dispatching table for the run-time dispatcher off-line.
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Generally, real-time schedulers are embedded in corresponding system architecture 
with respect to their scheduling approached. MARS algorithm that is real-time scheduling 
algorithm aims at guarantees quality of service for real-time application within peak load 
conditions [120]. This fixed scheduling approach is adapted to the nodes as part of system 
initialization. All inter-process communications and resource requests are considered in 
the schedule. Theses nodes may change schedules simultaneously to another pre­
calculated schedule. This scheduling is only applied in physical network to improve the 
service quality. The other instance, the objective of the ART (Advanced Real-time 
Technology) is to develop and verify advanced real-time computing technologies for a 
distributed computing [121]. The goal of the ARTs operating system is to provide users 
with a predictable, analyzable, and reliable distributed real-time computing environment. 
It uses the time-driven scheduling algorithms to analyze and guarantee real-time process. 
Non-periodic hard real-time processors are scheduled using execution time reserved by a 
deferrable server. All other processors are scheduled dynamically using a value function 
scheme. With the increasing the number of real-time applications, real-time scheduling 
strategy are widely required in cloud computing. However, many scheduling strategy are 
not very capable of satisfying real-time system requirements, particularly in the large 
amount of data transmission. When real-time schedulers are embedded in cloud 
environment, virtualization is an especially powerful tool. One solution is network 
virtualization which can make scheduling real-time tasks more efficient and enhance the 
data transmission, because they allow for a platform independent software development 
and provide isolation among service providers which provide service for applications.
5.3 Functions Description
We use a service-oriented broker architecture that enables the cloud service provider 
to make the decision of the best combination of virtual network and storage resource to 
serve users in different locations, by providing the service provider with sufficient 
information such as storage resource and network status. Since the service-oriented 
broker has the full information concerning the users request and resource information, it 
is expected to be able to perform sophisticated computation to perform the optimal 
assignment of resources.
The solution to the optimal resource utilization problem is to determine the best 
combination of storage resource along with the virtual path to serve the users, so as to
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minimize the total network cost and link utilization whilst at the same time satisfying the
user QoS requirements. Our research work attempts this broker architecture to be generic 
and aims to be applicable to any cloud service provider for on-demand services to users. 
In the following, the optimization problem is formalized by graph theory.
5.3.1 Substrate Network
We form the substrate network as a unidirectional graph G -  (Af, £), where Ms set of 
substrate nodes and E is set of substrate links. Each substrate node x E N has an 
associated geographical location loc(x) [122]. A substrate link l G E has a bandwidth 
capacity b.
Lemma 1. Given P is set of simple substrate path of G. Consider a path p (p E P) of 
e physical links llt l2>"' le (4  G P) with base bandwidths b1,b2r " b e respectively. The 
estimate the bottleneck bandwidth of containing e links along with path p, i.e. estimate 
min-Lztee bjc, in here, bk is used to denote the bottleneck bandwidth in the interval 
between e links of path p [123,124].
5.3.2 Virtual Network
The virtual network topology is setting by CSPs that enable the service to serve users 
[104]. As substrate network, we form the virtual network (VN) as a unidirectional 
graph G' = (M ,E') . Each virtual node or access point x EN  has a geographical 
location loc^x) which associates to storage resources. A virtual link V (V e E') is 
characterized by a bandwidth capacity b'.
Lemma 2. Given P' represents a set of virtual path of G'. A virtual path pr (pz 6 P f) 
contains d virtual links ••• I'd %  6 p’) with characterized bandwidth capacity 
requirement b^, •••, b'd, respectively. The bottleneck bandwidth of d links along with 
path p' is estimated as minlsk^d b'k . The bottleneck bandwidth in the interval 
between d links of path p ' is denoted b'k [123, 124].
Proof. From Lemma 1 and 2, the length of VN path p’ between the virtual nodes x[ 
and x'2 that is represented by the number of hops in Eqn. 5_1:
1, i f  V e p '& i  x2) 
0, otherwiseWhere h\ Eqn. 5_1
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5.3.3 VN Mapping
The VN mapping is defined as the mapping of the virtual (logical) network topology 
reside on the substrate (physical) network topology subject to certain constraints. This 
process can be separated into two stages:
Node mapping: From the CSPs, each storage resource is associated with one of the 
backbone nodes in the physical network topology. Therefore, node mapping is based on 
the geographical location of the storage resource. Each virtual node from a VN is mapped 
to a single different substrate node by mapping, i.e. MN: N' N
Such that Mn (x) =  i f f x  =  x ’ \fx ,x ' 6 N, subject to the location
constraints loc (%) = loc (%').
Lemma 4. Link mapping: Each virtual link is mapped to a flow based substrate paths 
between the substrate nodes corresponding to the end virtual nodes of that virtual link. It 
is defined by a mapping M e \ E '  *r- p.
Such that V F =  (x[, x'^) 6 E', and p is the set of simple paths of G.
Proof. From lemma 3 and 4, we have the virtual network properties:
Subject to the bandwidth capacity constraints: b' < b(Xli X2p V\ 3 p 6 ME(V).
5.3.4 User’s QoS Request
Assuming the users request real-time multimedia application associated with QoS 
requirements that need concerned the size sz of multimedia file or the amount of data 
transmitted from storage resource and data transmission time tz of user request which 
means each user’s requirement needs to be finished before duration of time tz .
Lemma 5. The estimated minimum bandwidth of transmission for satisfying each 
user’s requirement can be defined as in Eqn. 5-3.
Eqn. 5_2
Eqn. 5_3
We assume that substrate network resources are limited. Thus, the amount of residual 
substrate network resources reduces as new users requested. We keep track of the residual
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substrate link capacities to ensure successfully accept user request with adequate 
resources.
The residual capacity of substrate link l E E is defined as in Eqn.5-4:
Where: 2  hz express the total number of real-time multimedia application traffic in one 
substrate link. The value of residual capacity is updated per unit time after number of user request 
has been successfully mapped on top of the substrate network.
5.3.5 Evaluation Metric
Our main interest in this work is to the purpose a virtual network aware resource 
selecting algorithm under user’s QoS constraint that based on the VN mapping technology. 
The goal of this approach is balance the overall traffic in order to avoid traffic congestion 
and the overall network cost.
5.3.5.1 Link Utilization
According to the cloud computing scenario, the bandwidth resource between 
backbone nodes to storage resource is usually highly over-provisioned, so we only focus 
on the link E of substrate network resources over backbone network topology. Let 
P (%i, x2) represent the path of substrate network between nodes x± and x2 . The 
bandwidth utilization of each physical link l E E is defined as Ui.
The primary goal of our proposed algorithm is to minimize the maximum link 
utilization (MUL) through optimized selection of combined resource with considering 
measured network condition in order to balance the overall traffic, thus avoid traffic 
congestion that both impacts the real-time multimedia service quality and leads to optimal 
utilization of the underlying network resources. Towards this end, the MLU across the 
entire network is examined in our experiment, and is defined as in:
Where: bt represents the volume of background traffic (existing network traffic) that is 
predicted on link I.
Eqn. 5_4
m ax U, =  max Eqn. 5_5
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S.3.5.2 Overall Network Cost
The piece-wise linear cost increasing and convex function has been used for 
evaluating traffic engineering purposes. In this section we use the cost function proposed 
in [122], that is defined as Eqn. 5_6.
<p =  J V w )
Where or all I E E,(pi (0) = 0 and
Eqn. 5_6
l e E
(Plix) =
r 1 fo r 0 <  % < 1 /3
3 fo r 1 /3  < x < 2 /3
10 fo r 2/3  < x <  9 /10
70 fo r 9 /1 0  < x < l
50 f or K x <  11/10
,5000 f o r 11/10 <  x <  oo
Eqn. 5_7
The trend curve of function (pi is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The idea behind (pi is that 
is cheap to send flow over link with a small utilization. As the utilization approached 
100%, it becomes more expensive, for example because we get more sensitive to bursts. 
If the utilization goes above 100%, we get heavily penalized, and when the utilization 
goes above 110% the penalty so high that should never happen.
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Figure 5-1: Link Cost (pi as a function of load I
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The summary of the mathematic symbols is shown in below Table 5.1.
Principal Symbols Description
b The associated bandwidth of link I
bk The bottleneck bandwidth between path P
E The set of substrate links
G The substrate network
I The substrate link in E
H The number of hops between nodes
loc(x) The associated geographical location of node x
N The set of substrate nodes
P The set of simple substrate path of G
R(Q The residual capacity of substrate link I
Sz The size of multimedia file or amount of data
tz The transmission time
Ui The bandwidth utilization of link I
X Represents each substrate node in N
<P The cost function
Table 5.1: Summary of Formula Symbols
5.4 Scheduling Algorithm
The dynamic scheduling algorithm used for assigning jobs to resources has a big 
impact on cloud service performance, and influences overall network resource usage 
efficiency. If the broker is unable to allocate the resources needed for a job, the job is 
queued for rescheduling in the next scheduling round. In the following, we will explain 
the different scheduling algorithms available for service-oriented broker. During each 
scheduling round, every algorithm process submitted yet unscheduled jobs from the job
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queue in a poisson arrival manner. This efficient allocation resource to jobs is necessary 
to prevent jobs from blocking when they depend on bandwidth-limited remote data access.
5.4.1 The Network Aware Scheduling Algorithm
This scheduling algorithm is based on the OSPF flow routing technology [125]. 
Network aware scheduling algorithms will not only contact the index service for storage 
resource information, but will also query the information about the status of the network 
links subject to the user’s QoS requirements. End users will send the messages with 
application deadline to broker for requiring the real-time service. According to the 
resources information from the index service, the scheduling algorithm is able to find 
matched resources for real-time application. The data transmission time is determined by 
the data file size and bottleneck of path from user to storage resource. This value must be 
greater than application deadline for satisfying user’s demand. If neither data source for 
satisfying the use’s requirements can be found, nor if no connections with sufficient 
bandwidth are available, the job will be rescheduled.
The network aware scheduling algorithm can be broken up into:
>  Storage and network resources information are automatically registered to the 
index service.
>  Users are sending the job to the broker.
>  Broker request resources information from index service for user requests.
>  Based on these resources information, broker is scheduling resource under user’s 
QoS requirements.
>  Allocation available resource for real-time application.
>  Broker send users request to storage resource for downloading data via the 
selected physical network.
The interaction of between these entities can be found in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: Broker Interactions of Network Aware Scheduling Algorithm
The pseudo code for network aware scheduling algorithm is shown in Figure 5-3. For 
each job in the scheduling queue for which storage and network resource queues have 
been replied by the index service, the scheduling algorithm inspects all possible data 
sources and the bottleneck of the path to see whether the combination resource meet the 
job’s requirements. If the job can be scheduled on the selected combined resource, the 
algorithm calculates the time during which the data file can be transmitted from storage 
resource. If that time is more than the user’s request deadline, the job request cannot be 
processed.
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[1] While set U of requests with QoS not empty
[2] Update background traffic;
[3] For each job Uj with QoS to schedule
[4] //Discover the satisfied storageresource, add it to storageresourcejist
[5] For all the storageresources hy with QoS qualified
[6] Find the application with file size sz
[7] Computer estimated minimum bandwidth bz = sz/ t z
[8] Assign storageresource is satisfied storageresource_list
[9] End for
[10] //Discover the updated virtual netResource based on constraint
[11] For each the satisfied storageresource hy in storageresource _list
[12] Find OSPF path pd & its bottleneck BW bk with Dijkstar’s algorithm
[13] l ï b k > bz sign pair of pd and storageresource to satisfied list
[14] End For
[15] //Sort combined_resources with the min. transfer time with user’QoS
[16] For each satisfied combination_resources hy with quality by
[17] Find the combined_resources hy with max. bottleneck bandwidth by
[18] End for
[19] //Optimal selection algorithm to decide combined resources
[20] allocate job Uj to the combined_resources hy with maximum by
[21] delete job Uj from list
[22] update network traffic status
[23] End For
[24] End While
Figure 5-3: Pseudo Code of Network Aware Scheduling Algorithm
5.4.2 The Virtual Network Aware Scheduling Algorithm
With virtual network aware component, the broker will not only contact the index 
service for data source information that adheres to the user’s requirements, but also query 
the index service for information about the status of the virtual network links
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interconnecting these resources. This cloud service provider provides its own virtual 
network topology which is mapped from the physical network. After that, the index 
service will send the resource information back to broker. According to the reply from the 
information index services, the scheduling algorithm is able to calculate data transmission 
time. The broker will select the optimal data source via its virtual connection path. The 
data start transferred from the selected storage resource over the physical network 
connections. If data sources for satisfying the user’s requirements cannot be found, or if 
no connections with sufficient bandwidth are available, the user/job will be queued and 
prepared for rescheduling. The procedure of the resource scheduling is processing as 
following step:
(i) Before the end users send requests to the broker, the virtual network and data source 
information such as bandwidth and location of the data source have been 
automatically registered to index service (IS). At this stage, the proposed mapping 
of virtual resource can be divided into two parts, including node and link. 
Allocation of virtual node is typically constrained by location of storage resource. 
Mapping of virtual link is that the best path selection (OSPF routing protocol) from 
physical network. Establishments of virtual network topology are connecting with 
the type of service to users and morning the capacity of physical network.
(ii) Initially end-user’s QoS requirements from the client side pass messages to broker.
(iii) To discover possible combination of resources based on the dynamic attribute in 
terms of bandwidth and availability that information is obtained from IS. It is 
searching for the appropriate data source from storage resources and takes the user’s 
time request which is deadline of data transmission time to calculate the minimum 
bandwidth for each request. It checks whether there are enough available bandwidth 
to assign to support communication with data source already selected. It lists all 
possible combined resources information that passes to resource combination ranker 
aim to find the best match of resource within dynamic operational condition.
(iv) The IS maintained by the CSP needs to gather information about dynamic virtual 
network conditions in order to obtain an optimized combined resource selection. 
Meanwhile, the CSP deployed by the InP periodically measure the network 
condition in the case of the Abilene network. In this scenario, the physical network 
infrastructure will be considered as black box from the CSP’s point of view, but the
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end-to-end path condition between virtual nodes is available for resource selection.
(v) The function of resource combination ranker is to compare the priority of combine 
resources. This selection of the combined resource depends on diverse resource 
selection schemes, and puts the combined resources that are likely to provide the 
best service based on the user’s QoS constraint.
(vi) Finally, virtual resource reservation unit makes coordinated resource reservation for 
data transfer through the reservation interface. It returns a successful signal to user 
when all combination resources are successful reserved. Otherwise, if any combined 
resources are not available, then the reservation unit replies reservation failure 
signal to user.
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Figure 5-4: Broker Interactions of Virtual Network Aware Scheduling Algorithm
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The broker interaction procedure can be shown in Figure 5-4. Note that no job can be 
blocked because of the broker have the reservation mechanism to reserve the network and 
data source for guarantee data performance. This section presents a virtual network aware 
scheduling algorithm under user’s QoS constraint that in order to achieve two objects 
described in the last section. As we have mentioned, all QoS requirements need to select 
best matched data source for real-time applications according to the SN condition that is 
performed based on the measured network performance. The Index service (IS) is 
recording VN and storage resource information reported from the CSP. It maintains both 
length of path between each virtual node and virtual path utilization that mapped
from SN as updated periodical reported by the InP.
In the proposed algorithm, the resource selection scheme will be used to achieve 
efficient use of SN resource and selecting data sources. Initially, the index service (IS) 
will register all existing storage resource and VN information as potential resources from 
CSP for serving the user requests. When each user sent the request to CSP, the IS will 
identify a list of satisfied data source from a storage resource under the user request 
(name of video file and the transmission deadline). According to our proposed algorithm, 
it is desirable to select those data sources associated with VN path that selected by 
bottleneck of the path and “minimum hop count”. The meaning of the “minimum hop 
count” is minimizing the amount of network link (hops). To achieve this goal, the IS 
exam the virtual path bottleneck h'k between the virtual node. Starting from the one with 
the largest bottleneck bandwidth of a virtual path toward the data source attached with the 
new request, the IS identifies the further data sources as a candidate source. If two or 
more data sources have same bottleneck bandwidth of virtual path condition towards the 
different or same location of data source attached, the user attached to the data source 
with the least length (in terms of “minimum VN hop counts”) will be selected as tie- 
breaking. After resource ranking process, the IS compiled a list of combination resource 
for user. Then, the broker reserve those combined resource for guarantee the performance 
of real-time multimedia application. Ideally, this algorithm iterated with combined 
resource being selected for the user request until its content availability requirement is 
satisfied. A pseudo-code for the entire operation is shown in Figure 5-5.
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[1] While set U of requests with QoS not empty
[2] Update background traffic;
[3] Update virtual network status;
[4] For each job Uj with QoS to schedule
[5] //Discover the satisfied storageresource, add it to storageresource_list
[6] For all the storageresources hy with QoS qualified
[7] Find the application with file size sz
[8] Computer estimated minimum bandwidth bz = sz/ t z
[9] Assign storageresource is satisfied storageresource_list
[10] End for
[11] //Discover the updated virtual netResource based on constraint
[12] For each the satisfied storageresource hy in storageresource _list
[13] Find all virtual path p'd & its b'k with Dijkstar’s algorithm
[14] If b'k > bz sign pair of p'd and storageresource to satisfied list
[15] End For
[16] //Sort combined resources with the min. transfer time with user ’ QoS
[17] For each satisfied combination_resources hy with quality by
[18] Find the combined_resources hy with max. bottleneck bandwidth by
[19] End for
[20] //Optimal selection algorithm to decide combined resources
[21] allocate job Uj to the combined_resources hy with maximum by
[22] delete job Uj from list
[23] update virtual network status
[24] update network traffic status
[25] End For
[26] End While
Figure 5-5: Pseudo Code of Virtual Network Aware Resource Selection Algorithm
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5.5 Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of our algorithm based on the user’s QoS 
constraint compared with the other two schemes, including the data source selection with 
substrate network and random resource selection with virtual network. In the data source 
selection scheme, the IS choose a list of matched data sources with substrate network path. 
According to the random resource selection with virtual network, the data sources are 
selected from storage resources according to virtual path conditions.
5.5.1 Simulation Setup
CloudSim [108] has been implemented for evaluate the performance of all the three 
schemes in cloud environment. In this simulation environment, real network components 
have been extended into the simulator. This SN is based on the Abilene network topology 
as shown in Figure 5-6 and its traffic traces across 24 hours [116].
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Figure 5-6: Abilene Network Topology
This Abilene network topology consists of 11 backbone nodes and 28 unidirectional 
backbone links. According to [116], the Abilene traffic traces are measured every five 
minutes through Netflow. In our simulation results we took one sample per 5 minutes of 
these traces during the period one single day. In this network, the MLU’s performance 
can be measured in Figure 5-7 within 24 hours. This figure show the overall traffic 
volume is highly dynamic, for instance the value of MLU is around 5% to 31%. In this
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simulation, we use the scale of the amount of traffic traces to simulate the behavior of 
background traffic [116].
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Figure 5-7: Abilene Network Background Traffic
In our simulation, VN consist 4 virtual nodes that abstracted from backbone node of 
SN and full meshed 6 virtual links. Each virtual node connects one storage resource that 
provided by CSP. We consider user request arrive in a Poisson manner with an average 
rate of 2 request arrive per time unit. The duration of the requests follows an exponential 
distribution with an average lifetime of 300 time unit. The number of user requests 
deadline follow uniform distribution between 5 and 20minutes. We also assume that the 
multimedia data file size follow 150M to 3G Byte uniform distributions which is the case 
for most of popular multimedia applications. The real-time multimedia traffic used in our 
experiment is synthetically generated according to the flow characteristics of multimedia 
applications.
5.5.2 Simulation Results
Three schemes are defined for evaluation purpose: data source selection with SN, 
random source selection with VN and our proposed virtual network aware resource 
selection in VN. From Figure 5-8, we can see that the maximum link utilization in data 
source selection scheme is much more than other two schemes as many user request sent
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to CSP. To show the maximum link utilization (MLU) of each scheme, the MLU with the 
virtual network aware selection is around 45%, in contrast to average 62% for the random 
resource selection scheme and 78% for data resource selection. In other word, the 
increased MLU according to our proposed algorithm is only 17% and 33% of that by the 
other resource selection approach respectively. On the other hand, our proposed scheme 
still outperforms other two schemes, as it further strives to select data sources associated 
with VN resource; this leads to much more balanced traffic distribution across the entire 
network. As we have mentioned, our proposed scheme according to SN conditions not 
only reduces the chance of traffic congestion that may severely disrupted ongoing 
multimedia service quality, but also results in efficient combined resource utilization from 
the InP’s point of view.
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Figure 5-8: Maximum Link Utilization Performance
This Figure 5.9 indicates that our proposed scheme is a promising paradigm that will 
benefit both CSPs and InPs. To show the overall network cost incurred by the three 
schemes. From Figure 5-9 we can see that the network cost by virtual network aware 
scheduling scheme is much higher than the other two approaches, as the overall network 
resources are not optimized at all. This figure shown the 288th interval in the simulation, 
the total network cost of our proposed scheme is less than 7 or 23 compared with other 
two schemes.
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Figure 5-9: Network Cost Performance
From these simulation results, we can see the virtual netork aware resource selection 
algorihtm have provided less link utilization, and even less total network cost. In the other 
word, the physical nework will provide better load balance for real-time data applicaion.
The overall bandwidth consumption for the three different algorithms is shown in 
Figure 5-10. The total bandwidth consumption for the random resource scheduling with 
VN increase significantly as the number of users increases. This means that the random 
algorithm could generate much more flow traffic across the physical network. On the 
other hand, the contribution of the network aware scheduling algorithm is save around 25% 
of the overall bandwidth consumption. We proposed virtual network guided scheduling 
algorithm is save around 37.5% compared with network aware scheduling algorithm. The 
reason is that the virtual network path selection rather than physical network path 
selection with OSPF.
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Figure 5-10: Overall Bandwidth Consumption
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our approach that enables the provisioning of 
virtual network and storage resources for cloud services. For commercial purpose, cloud 
service heavily focuses on time guarantee. The ability to satisfy timing constraint of such 
real-time applications plays a significant role in cloud environment. We also described the 
main characteristic of the components involved in the CISF execution environment. 
Moreover, the proposed service-oriented resource broker considers dynamic resource 
selection. To achieve this goal, the resource broker implements a virtual network aware 
resource selection under user’s QoS constraint scheme for selecting the adequate 
combined resources. Furthermore, we have discussed that the selecting scheme is needed 
to perform an efficient combined virtual resources selecting on Clouds.
To evaluate this experiment, we using a CloudSim simulation tool to create users and 
storage resources. The network topology is based on the Abilene network topology and its 
real traffic traces. Through experimental evaluations, we have successfully shown that the 
resource broker system functions and its performance are satisfactory for cloud 
applications. And also the simulation results shown our proposed scheme achieves 
substantially higher substrate network efficiency that benefits both multimedia service 
assurance and network resource utilization performance.
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6 Heuristics-based Scheduling Algorithm for 
Allocation of Virtualized Network and 
Computing Resources
Cloud computing technology gradually change the way we use computation 
resources. It facilitates computing-intensive applications developing in cloud environment 
by providing virtualized resources which can be dynamically provisioned [126]. However, 
user’s requests are varied according to different applications’ computation ability needs. 
These applications can be expressed as meta-job of user’s demand. With the emergence of 
cloud computing, new challenges appeared in meta-job scheduling based on the user’s 
requests and virtualized resources that abstracted from physical resources. These 
challenges include how to enhance the system throughput, reducing meta-job processing 
time and satisfying user’s demand. A novel cloud job scheduling algorithm must be able 
to address these issues. Therefore, the objective of we designed scheduling algorithm is 
aim to achieve high system throughput, improving load balance and minimizing meta-job 
total processing time while the cloud service provider executes the matching process 
between meta-job requirements and available virtualized resources that include network 
and computation resources. The total processing time of these jobs may need data 
transmission time over the Internet as well as the completed time of jobs to execute on the 
virtual machine must be taken into account. In this chapter, we presented a heuristics 
scheduling algorithm for allocation of virtualized resource based heuristic scheduling 
algorithm (V-heuristic scheduling algorithm) under user’s requirement. These novel meta­
job scheduling algorithms are applied to service-oriented resource broker for jobs 
scheduling. In this scheduling algorithm, the total processing time is not only considering 
the computation time on the virtual machine but also concern about data transmission 
time that related to the virtualized network resource.
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We are implementing this experiment with processing of different computation 
applications by varying its computation’s request and file size of data in cloud 
environment. The simulation results are compared with three different types of heuristic 
algorithms under conventional network or virtual network conditions such as MCT, Min- 
Min and Max-Min. We evaluate these algorithms within a simulated cloud environment 
via an abilene network topology which is real physical core network topology. These 
experimental results show that V-heuristic scheduling algorithm achieved significant 
performance gain for a variety of applications in terms of load balance, Makespan, 
average resource utilization and total processing time.
6.1 Computation Application Overview
Nowadays, the most of computation applications are Internet services with millions 
of users. As increasing the number of users, the Internet need provide more powerful 
computation ability for satisfying the user’s request. To address this issue, a number of 
cloud computing technologies have emerged in last few years. Cloud computing 
technology is a new paradigm for efficiently utilizing physical resources, designed for 
service provider to provide on-demand service to end users [127]. In cloud computing, 
everything can be treated as a service, which is customized and easily purchased in the 
market, like other consumption goods. This evolution is mainly caused by developed 
virtualization technology, which hides heterogeneous configuration details from 
customers. This technology is one of main technology in cloud computing to improve the 
utilization of physical resources and provide reliable and guaranteed service for users 
[104]. It allows abstraction and isolation of underlying physical resources and reduces the 
number of hardware equipment. These virtualized resources include virtualized network 
resource that supported by network virtualization technology and VMs that allow the 
operator to create several VMs on a single physical service. Specifically, VMs can be 
designed by increasing or decreasing the CPU power and/or the number of CPUs [128]. 
Therefore, cloud computing is a style of computing where dynamically scalable and 
virtualized resources are provided as a service over the Internet.
In order to efficiently utilize the virtualized resources to execute computing-intensive 
cloud application, the effective meta-job scheduling algorithms are needed. The 
traditional job scheduling problem schedule meta-job of applications across computation
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resources in order to reduce the job execution completed time while ignoring the specific 
shared nature of the network resource [128, 129]. These scheduling algorithms are aim to 
enhance the system performance and maximizing system utilization by scheduling a set of 
applications from different users. Previous researchers have been conducted in this area 
leading to an extensive study of the major theoretical and practical results [87]. However, 
with the emergence of the virtualization technology in cloud computing, resource 
scheduling becomes more complex as the introduction of virtualization technology. 
Therefore, the new scheduling algorithms are required to deal with concerns originating 
from the cloud infrastructure. In cloud computing, the objective of cloud wide scheduling 
algorithm will increase throughput, maximum system utilization and improve the load 
balance.
Job scheduling is a general problem of mapping a set of jobs to a set of VM to fulfill 
the user’s QoS requests within cloud environment. The scheduler needs to consider 
virtualized resources and user’s QoS constraints to get better matching between 
applications and resources. Many transitional heuristics such as Minimum Completion 
Time (MCT), Minimum-Minimum Completion Time (Min-Min), Maximum-Minimum 
Completion Time (Max-Min), etc. do not consider the network impact of cloud 
applications.
In this chapter, we are using cloud resource management framework as mentioned in 
chapter 3 for on-demand service in large-scale computation cloud computing. As 
mentioned in chapter 3, a service-oriented resource broker has been employed to optimize 
the meta-job allocation. To provide this service, cloud service provider deploys virtual 
network from infrastructure provider and one or multiple VMs on single physical 
machine that are coordinated together. With service provider, heterogeneous physical 
networks are abstracted by using virtualization technologies which can provide efficient 
data transmission among of VMs in cloud computing. We presented the V-heuristic 
scheduling algorithm to address this matching problem between the meta-jobs and diverse 
virtualized resources in cloud computing. This algorithm is designed for optimizing 
virtualized resources utilization, maximum throughput, minimize the job processing time, 
load balancing over VMs and satisfy on-demand services of user requests. Consequently, 
this scheduling algorithm improved the efficiency and the utilization of a cloud system.
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6.2 Related Work
Scheduling problem is common problem in distributed computing system, such as 
scheduling in heterogeneous distributed systems, tasks scheduling in grid environment 
[130, 131]. As mentioned before, this problem also exists in cloud computing 
environment. However, the application of virtual technology makes the job scheduling 
more complex compared with the tradition distributed computation. At the same time, the 
result of job scheduling is critical important for cloud computing. How to schedule job in 
cloud environment, different methods were presented by researchers. For example, 
Sotomayor [132] et. al proposed a resource lease manager called Haizea, which can act as 
a scheduling back end for OpenNebula [133]. Intel Corporation [134] investigated the 
shared resource contention problem for virtual machines, modeled the effect on each 
virtual machine’s performance. Kong [135] et. al proposed an efficient dynamic task 
scheduling scheme based on fuzzy logic systems for cloud computing, in which the 
availability and responsiveness performance was formulated as a two-objective 
optimization. Song [136] et. al proposed a multi-tiered resource scheduling scheme which 
automatically provides on-demand capacities to the hosted services via resource flowing 
among VMs. Li [137] et. al propose a hybrid energy-efficient scheduling algorithm using 
dynamic migration. All above the scheduling algorithms are the single task scheduling 
algorithm. These scheduling algorithms does not consider about the network impact of 
meta-job execution performance.
This virtualization technology brings many benefits for cloud computing, whereas the 
challenge of job scheduling is greater. It is different with the traditional distributed system, 
as a virtualized resource layer is added as shown in Figure 6.2. The traditional distributed 
scheduling algorithms are illustrated in Figure 6.1. From this architecture, a meta-job are 
received by scheduler (or broker), then schedules them directly to a physical resource. 
When the user’s requirements are received by CSP, the decision system assigns 
immediately a lot of virtualized resource which include network and computation 
resources to user. Then the scheduler schedules the virtualized resource to physical device, 
which one physical device is shared by more than one virtualized resource. Therefore, the 
scheduling decision is more complex as the introduction virtualization technology in 
cloud computing.
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Figure 6-2: Meta-job Scheduling in Cloud Computing
6.3 Heuristics Overview
Currently, there are some existed heuristics scheduling algorithms which schedules 
meta-job to a set of computation resources [128]. A meta-job can be defined as a 
collection of independent jobs with no inter-job data dependency. Previous research has 
been related to grid job scheduling, to solve the problem of mapping a set of jobs to a set 
of computing resources. These existing heuristic algorithms are applied in a grid 
environment for utilizing a distributed different high-performance computing resources 
with high-speed network to perform computationally intensive applications. However, the 
network will surely effect these applications according to the diverse user’s request. 
Therefore, the virtualized network is important parameter for the scheduling algorithm in
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cloud environments, which aim to efficient utilized potential computation resources. The 
definitions of the static meta-job mapping heuristics are provided. Some preliminary 
terms must be defined. Machine availability time t; is the earliest time a machine j  can 
complete the execution of all the jobs that have previously been assigned to do it. 
Completion time CT[i,j\ is the machine availability time plus the execution time of job 
on machine hj, i.e. CT[i,j] = +  ET[i,j] for 0 <  t <  w and 0 < j  < y ,  (where: w is the
number of jobs; y  is the number of machines). The performance criterion used to compare 
the results of the heuristics is the maximum value of CT[i,j] for each mapping, it is also 
known as the makespan. Therefore, each heuristic is attempting to minimize the 
makespan (i.e., finish execution of the meta-job as soon as possible).
Existing matching heuristics can be separated into two modes that include on-line 
and batch mode [128]. The on-line mode heuristic is represented for mapping a job to a 
resource while it arrives to the scheduler. Each job is considered for matching and 
scheduling at once, such as the MCT and the MET heuristics. This mode of matching is 
efficient when the job arrival rate is low. In batch mode heuristic that is collected into a 
set of job, after that mapping jobs are performed at prescheduled times called mapping 
events. Each job matching to resource is performed at every mapping event, until it 
begins its execution on resource.
6.3.1 MCT
The main ideal of the MCT heuristic algorithm is that allocates every job in arbitrary 
order to the resource, and that resource has minimum completion time to that assigned job 
[128]. The completion time is computed by adding the expected execution time of a job 
on that resource with the ready time of the resource. This causes some jobs to be allocated 
to resources without have minimum execution time for them.
6.3.2 Min-Min
The Min-Min heuristic is one of scheduling algorithms which starts with computing 
the minimum expected completion time for every unallocated job in a set of meta-jobs 
[128]. The next phase, found the job with a minimum of overall minimum expected 
completion time from a set of minimum expected completion time in that set of meta-jobs. 
Final phase, the job with the overall minimum expected completion time is chosen and
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allocated to the corresponding resource. The ready time of the resource is updated. After 
that, the job is removed from meta-job and repeats the process until all unallocated jobs 
are all allocated. Compare with MCT, this algorithm all jobs set at a time after finish 
matched. The purpose of the Min-Min is trying to allocate many more jobs to the resource 
which has minimum expected completion time and power capability, eventually 
minimized the total completion time of all the jobs. In fact, this heuristic algorithm begins 
with the set U of all unmapped jobs. Then, the set of minimum completion time 
SCT = {mjimj =min0£j<y(CT[i,j]), for  each i Ew) is found for each unmapped job. 
Next, the job iwith the overall minimum completion time from set of SCT is selected and 
assigned to the corresponding machine. Hence it is named Min-min. Then the workload 
of the selected machine will be updated and finally the newly mapped job is removed 
from U. This process repeats until all jobs are mapped (i.e. U is empty).
6.3.3 Max-Min
The Max-Min heuristic algorithm is much similar to Min-Min, unless the second 
phase of the procedure [128]. It allocates the job with a maximum of overall minimum 
expected completion time to the corresponding resource in this phase. The general ideal 
of the Max-Min algorithm is first compute the minimum expected completion time for 
every job in set of the meta-jobs; again find the job with maximum of overall minimum 
expected completion time and the corresponding resource; finally allocate the job with the 
maximum of the overall minimum expected completion time to the corresponding 
resource. The Max-Min algorithm may give a matching with more load balance over the 
resource in cloud environments. In fact, this heuristic algorithm is similar to the min-min 
heuristic algorithm. It also begins with the set U of all unmapped jobs. Then, the set of 
minimum completion time SCT = {my: my = min0<j<y(CT[i,j]), for  each i 6 w} is found 
for each unmapped job. Next, the job i with the overall maximum completion time in set 
of SCT is selected and assigned to the corresponding machine (hence the name Max-min). 
Then the workload of the selected machine will be updated and finally the newly mapped 
job is removed from U. This process repeats until all jobs are mapped (i.e. U is empty).
6.4 Problem Description
In this section, we employ a cloud resource management framework as mentioned in
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chapter 3 that enable the cloud service provider to make the best combination of the 
access network and computation resources to serve users in different locations. The 
service provider provides on-demand services with sufficient information, such as, user’s 
QoS requirements, network status and computation resource, they are expected to be able 
to perform complex computing-intensive applications via the optimal allocation of 
resources to jobs.
As mentioned before, we have studied the resource virtualization technology where 
the physical resource can be abstract to virtual resources, which mean that the resource 
utilization will be efficiently improved by virtual resources for the purpose of the delivery 
on-demand services. In this context, we extend the traditional job allocation problem 
associated with computation resource, to the combination resource optimization problems 
associated with network resource, to the job allocation problem for user’s request in cloud 
environment. The solution to the optimizing job allocation problem is to determine the 
best combination of access networks and computation resources to serve the required 
computational application, so as to maximize the system throughput and load balance 
whilst at the same time satisfying the user’s QoS requirements.
In the following, the job allocation problem is described in a high level and math 
formulation manner. The virtual network guided heuristic static algorithm is proposed and 
presented to solve the job allocation problem.
6.4.1 High-level Problem Formulation
Figure 6-3 illustrates an example of maximizing the job allocation problem from a 
high level point of view. This high level view of the optimization problem consists of 
users, service-oriented broker, cloud service providers and infrastructure service providers. 
This system requires two types of inputs, the users request and the resource information. 
A user can create one or many of jobs. Each job has its own QoS requirements. These 
requirements consist of the data size of job and job length that is mean job process power. 
This meta-job will send to service-oriented broker as mentioned in chapter 3 for 
optimization job allocation, thereby the user’s request will be satisfied.
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Figure 6-3: High-Level System Overview
Cloud computing environments may consist of the diverse virtualized resources 
provided by multiple cloud service providers. Each service provider control and manage 
own virtualized network and VMs. The cloud service provider is responsible for 
composing the diverse virtual network and VMs from infrastructure provider and offers a 
service to cloud users.
Network virtualization is an abstraction concept of the network to run multiple virtual 
networks on the same physical network without interfering each other in cloud computing 
[138]. Actually, it is the technology that allows the simultaneous operation of multiple 
logical networks on a single physical platform [40, 108]. It allows service provider 
reserve resources from multiple InPs to create virtual networks and deploy resources to 
offer service to the users. The cloud computing operator deploys the on-demand service 
over the virtual networks without concern for the physical networks. Each service can 
create their own virtual network with application-specific mechanism to meet the needs of 
users. Thus, the requirements of network QoS can be satisfied. In virtual network scenario, 
the virtualization path accelerates the data transmission process and reduces the network
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traffic since it can combine multiple channels into a routing path. Finally, the service 
provider via virtual network selects candidate physical network paths and decides the 
allocating path.
Plenty of the VMs to run computing-intensive applications are growing with each 
passing day [139]. The VM is the abstraction of computing resources such as multiple 
VMs resides on the single physical machine. These cloud applications need share many of 
VMs through scalable networks. When the network traffic between the VMs is congested, 
the cloud applications performance will be degraded. Therefore, in such application 
environments, the role of the cloud networking resources is a key technique to satisfy user 
demands with efficiently utilized physical resources. Cloud computing operators have to 
provide capabilities of controlling bandwidth and latency from different network 
providers that aim for guaranteed service between the VMs which are residing in different 
geographic locations. In order to provision the customized environment for a given user 
requests or applications, both for computation and network resource requirements are all 
need to be satisfied. However, it is difficult to satisfy these requirements under diverse 
network performance and reliabilities.
The infrastructure providers are responsible for development, operation, and 
management of the underlying physical infrastructure. This physical infrastructure 
consists of various networks, such as the access network, metropolitan area network and a 
core network. It is offered a service directly to the SPs, does not relate to the users. The 
physical machine is represented as data center which provides multiple computation 
resources to meet demand of services. This architecture provisions virtualized network 
resources and VMs to utilize the physical resources, and scheduling the VM with cloud 
network conditions to satisfy the user QoS requirements.
The optimization job allocation is a core component in the broker, providing 
efficiently utilize physical resources over multiple service providers. It aggregates 
virtualized resources to handle end-to-end service provisioning. When broker receive the 
users request, it start to discover the available virtualized resources from service provider. 
After that, the broker schedules and reserves these candidate resources for optimizing 
resource utilization and guarantee the service performance for user’s requirements. The 
function of optimization job allocation is job shop scheduling problem, including many 
different heuristic scheduling algorithms that have been proved NP-complete problem.
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The goal of the job scheduling algorithm is load balancing in the different VM and 
satisfies user’s QoS requirements. In order to seek the complete matching between meta­
jobs and the virtual resources, the static heuristic meta-job scheduling algorithm is 
enabling to solve this problem.
Based on the discussion above, the minimizing estimated meta-job total processing time 
can be formally stated as follows:
Where
Cf. expresses the computing ability of VM j
qi : expresses the processing power (MI) of the job
6.4.2 V-Heuristics Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we present the V-heuristic scheduling algorithm for optimizing the 
virtualized resources utilization. We define the parameters of the problem and the 
algorithm procedure.
6.4.2.1 Description of Jobs and Resources
In cloud computing environment, the users sent the jobs with QoS requirements to 
cloud service provider. These QoS requirements include job data size and processing 
power. After that, the service-oriented broker is responsible for matching the jobs to 
available virtual resources which provided from index service.
Lemma 1. Let Assume that we have H VMs where each VM/iy has its own
ETPT[iJ] =  min + max (CT[i,j]) (iew, jeyy
Eqn. 6_1
Subject to:
Eqn. 6_2
G Eqn. 6_3
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processing power. It can be defined as Eqn. 6_4.
H = {hj(cj)\j = 1,2 ,-y } Eqn. 6_4
Where
hj: denotes the VM j
Cf. expresses the computing ability of VM j  
y  : represents the number of VM
Lemma 2. Assume the set of jobs U contains i jobs where each job tq has its own 
data size and processing power requested. It is expressed in Eqn. 6_5.
Where
up. indicates a given job i
Si : denotes the data file size of a given job tq
qp expresses the processing power (MI) of the job iq
w: represents the number of jobs
Proof. From lemmas 1 and 2, we have F that describes the matching relationships 
between jobs and VMs. The value scope of /J * is either 1 or 0, which means alternatively. 
See Eqn.6_6.
6.4.2.2 Formulation of V-Heuristic Scheduling Algorithm
According to diverse user requests, broker allocates the independent jobs to the VM 
by selecting the best match of virtual resources. The selection strategy can be based on the 
predication of the computing power of the VM and availability of virtual network 
resource. This proposed scheduling algorithm will focus on reducing the computational
U = {Ui(si, qi)\i = 1,2, —w} Eqn. 6_5
F = {/u |i = l ,2 , - ,w ;  j  = 1,2,- ,y }
f l  if  assign job iq on VM hj
[0 i f  do not assign job iq on VM hj
Eqn. 6_6
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time, total processing time and at the same time to balance the entire VM available in 
cloud environment.
The description of the general VN guided static meta-jobs mapping heuristics are 
provided below. The estimation total processing time ETPT[i,j'\ of meta-job includes 
estimation transmission time £7T[i] and complete time in VMs CT[i,j].
We define some preliminary terms about meta-job complete time in VMs. The 
expected time to compute (ETC) matrix is accurate estimate execution time for job on 
VM hj, jobs U and VMs H can obtain R X V  ECT matrix. Each row of the ETC matrix 
represents a given job’s estimated execution time on different VMs H. Each column in 
ECT matrix represents a given VM’s estimated execution time for different jobs that in 
meta-job. The expected execution time ET[i,j] of job on VM hj, it can be express as 
the time taken by hj to execute the job when there is no load with hj. The expected 
completion time CT[i,j] of job U[ on VM hj, it can be express as the wall-clock time 
when hj completes the execution of job u t after finishing any previously assigned jobs. 
Let tj denote to the beginning time of the execution of job Uj, in the other word, it is the 
ready time of VM hj. From the above expressions CT[i,j] =  tj +  ET[i,j], let CT[i,j] be 
the completion time of Job , and it is equal to CT[iJ] when VM Ziyis assigned to 
execute job Wj.
Lemma 3. The makspan for the completed time of meta-job is defined
as max(tevViyGy) (CT[i,j]). It is used for evaluating the heuristics algorithms for scheduling
set of jobs U. Makespan is a measure of the throughput of the heterogeneous computing
system.
Lemma 4. The estimation of transfer time of each job in set of jobs U is defined as 
ETT[i]. It represents the transmission time for the job transfer to VM is based on the 
actual file size of the job and the available bandwidth of VN between path of job to VM. 
i.e.
ETT[i] =  p -  Eqn. 6_7
k
Where: b'k is expressed the available bandwidth of the virtual path which mapped 
from physical network resources. The virtual path bandwidth is updated between the users
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Proof. From lemmas 3 and 4, estimated total processing time: ETPT[i,j] =  
estimation transmission time ETT[i\ +  completion time CT\i,j\. It can be formulated as:
Due to cloud’s dynamic nature complicates the planning of the meta-job scheduling 
activity for minimizing the applications total processing time. Therefore, a job scheduling 
strategy is essential to optimize the utilization of cloud resource processing capabilities, 
and reduces total process time taken to process user jobs.
The service-oriented resource broker should reduce the total transmission time of the 
user jobs to/from the VMs, and the completion time of the jobs on the VMs. Several 
simple VN guided heuristic algorithms for static independent jobs are proposed in: MCT, 
Min-Min, and Max-min. The metric denotes the ECT matrix as mentioned before. These 
Scheduling algorithms are heuristic iteratively assign jobs to VMs with VN affect by 
considering their expected Minimum Completion Time (MCTs). Each job is in an 
arbitrary order of meta-job for job submission (line 2). For each job that is computed by 
tentatively scheduling it to each VM (line 5) and estimate the job’s completion time on 
each VM (line 6). The job transmission time from user to VM is computed by (line 7). 
Also for each job, a metric function “Fj” is computed over all the VMs with VN (line 9). 
After wards, the job/VM pair with the best metric match (i,y) is selected using selection 
function “F2” (line 11). We compute the minimum completion of this job/VM pair (line 
12) and minimum job transmission time (line 13). After that, we then compute the 
minimum total processing time of meta-job (line 14) and assign the job n to the VM m 
(line 15). The process is repeated until all jobs have been allocated (line 1 and line 16).
Based on this general VN guided heuristic algorithm, the four heuristics have been 
applied to it. These algorithms are including MCT, Min-Min, Max-Min which defined by 
the different definitions of “F-,” and the best metric match selection function “F2”.
The general algorithm is shown in below Figure 6-4:
Computing Resources
and VMs.
w
E T P n i j ] = Z | +  (Æ y)( c m y ] )
Eqn. 6_8
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[1] While schedule U is not empty
[2] For each job in meta-job U (in an arbitrary order)
[3] For meta-job U to schedule
[4] For each VM hj (hy 6 //)
[5] For all VM//
[6] Compute CT[i,j] = % + ET[i,j]
[7] Compute ETT[i] = Si/b'k
[8] End for
[9] Compute metric=F{(Cr[i, 1], ETT[i, 1]), (CT[i, 2], ETT[i, 2]), -  )}
[10] End for
[11] End For
[12] Select best metric match ( i j )  = F2{metricl, metric2, •••}
[13] Compute minimum CT[i,j]
[ 14] Compute minimum ETT [i]
[15] Compute minimum ETPT[i,j] = ETT[i] + CT[i,j]
[16] Allocate jobs U on VM H with corresponding VN resource
[17] End For
[18] End while
Figure 6-4: Pseudo Code of the General Static Heuristic Algorithm
6.4.2.3 Interaction of V-Heuristic Scheduling Algorithm
This heuristic scheduling algorithm in broker architecture will consider both 
computation and network resources information form the index service. According to the 
reply from the index services, the scheduling algorithm is able to estimate meta-job 
execution time and data transmission time, by taking the available computational and 
network resource into account. As meta-job send to broker, the objective of scheduling 
algorithm is minimized the expected completion time of meta-job. This value is 
determined by the available processing power for that job on the virtual machine and the 
job’s data size (job length) associated with residual bandwidth on the observed virtual 
path from virtual machine to end-users. After that, the broker will select the optimal 
virtual machine with network to perform the computational applications.
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Figure 6-5: Interaction of V-Heuristic Scheduling Algorithm
The scheduling algorithm interaction procedure can be shown in Figure 6-5. The 
procedure of the scheduling algorithm is as follows:
(1) Before the meta-job send to the broker, the virtual network and virtual machine 
with their resources information such as bandwidth and computation ability have 
been automatically registered to index service (IS). At this stage, the proposed 
mapping of virtual resource consists of virtual network and virtual machine. 
Allocation of the multiple virtual machines from data center depends on the 
different provisioning policy. Mapping of virtual network to physical network 
according to the mapping strategy as mentioned in chapter 5. The establishments 
of virtual network topology are connecting with the type of service to users and 
morning the capacity of physical network.
(2) Initially computation application’s requirement from client side pass messages to 
broker. User will send request to process meta-jobs. Details about the job’s QoS 
requirements such as the total number of jobs, size of each data file and 
computation ability needed of each job will be included in the job’s request.
(3) The broker discovers a set of potential virtual resources and requests virtual
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network and virtual machine information suitable for the proposed meta-job. 
These virtual resources information is obtained from index service (IS). These all 
possible combined virtual resources are listed in broker for optimizing the meta­
job allocation.
(4) The IS maintained by the CSP needs to gather information about dynamic virtual 
network conditions and virtual machines in order to obtain optimized job 
scheduling.
(5) Service-oriented resource broker starts to calculate the relevant parameter to 
scheduler the jobs after receiving the information from both users request and 
virtual resources. The virtual network guided static heuristic scheduling algorithm 
for meta-job scheduling has been proposed in broker architecture. These meta-job 
scheduling algorithms such as MCT, Min-Min and Max-Min provide best match 
of jobs to virtual resources. Therefore, the cloud system performance will be 
improved.
(6) Finally, the meta-job will be sent to the selected virtual resource for data 
transmission over physical network and job execution on VM. After that, the 
meta-job execution results will be sent back to the users.
6.4.2.4 V- MCT Heuristic Algorithm
The core procedure of the V-MCT heuristic algorithm is depicted in Figure 6-6. From 
beginning of the meta-job submission, the V-MCT scheduling algorithm allocates each 
job to VM until all jobs have been matched (line 1-14). In the “for” loop, the scheduling 
algorithm computes the minimum earliest completion time for each job in VMs (line 2-4). 
Secondly, the algorithm computes the minimum estimated transmission time from user to 
VM via virtual network path for each job (line 5). Thirdly, the algorithm computes the 
each job minimum total processing time is obtained by completion time and transmission 
time (line 6).
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[1] While schedule U is not empty (in an arbitrary order)
[2] For each job in meta-job U (in an arbitrary order)
[3] For each VM hj (hj G //) (in a fixed arbitrary order)
[4] Compute earliest completion time CT[i,j] on VM hj
[5] Compute ETT[i] on VM hj
[6] Compute minimum ETPT[i,j] = CT[i,j] + ETT[i]
[7] End for
[8] Find VM hj with minimum CT and minimum ETT
[9] Assign job Ui to the VM hy that gives earliest ETPT
[10] Delete job to from job set of U
[11] Update CT for all VM/f
[12] Update virtual network status
[13] End For
[14] End while
Figure 6-6: Pseudo Code of V-MCT Heuristic Algorithm
For each job in meta-job, the algorithm finds minimum earliest completion time and 
the minimum total processing time (line 8). In final stage, first, assigns the each job to the 
VM that gives it the minimum earliest total processing time (line 9). Secondly, the 
algorithm removes the matched the jobs from meta-job (line 10). Thirdly, update 
complete time for all VM and update virtual network status which mapped from physical 
networks (line 12). In final line 14, the scheduling algorithm finishes each job allocation 
on VM and repeats the process next job until all unmatched job are matched.
6.4.2.S V-Min-Min Heuristic Algorithm
From beginning of the meta-job submission, the V-Min-Min scheduling algorithm 
computes the time of all the jobs on the VMs (line 2-8). After that, we map the whole 
meta-job to the VMs. In the first “for” loop, initially, for each job with data size request in 
the meta-job, the algorithm computes the earliest completion time and the resource that 
obtains it (line 2-4). Secondly, the algorithm computes the minimum estimated 
transmission time from user to VM via virtual network path (line 5). Thirdly, the 
algorithm computes the meta-job minimum total processing time is obtained by
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completion time and transmission time (line 6). The initial matrix is created after (line 8) 
as shown in Figure 6-7.
[1] While schedule U is not empty (in an arbitrary order)
[2] For each job Ui in meta-job U (in an arbitrary order)
[3] For each VM hj (hj £ H) (in a fixed arbitrary order)
[4] Compute earliest completion time CT[i,j] on VM hj
[5j Compute ETT[i] on VM hj
[6] Compute minimum ETPT[i,j] = CT[i,j] + ETT[i]
[7] End for
[8] For each job U; in meta-job set U (in an arbitrary order)
[9] Find job U; with minimum earliest ET PT
[10] End for
[11] Assign job to the corresponding VM hj with the minimum earliest ETPT
[12] Delete job Ui to from job set of U
[13] Update CT for all VM//
[14] Update virtual network status
[15] End For
[16] End while
Figure 6-7: Pseudo Code of V-Min-Min Heuristic Algorithm
In the second “for” loop, for each job in meta-job, the algorithm finds minimum 
earliest completion time and the minimum total processing time (line 9-10) for job 
allocation. In final stage, first, assigns the job to the VM that gives it the minimum 
earliest total processing time (line 12). Secondly, the algorithm finalizes the loop by 
removing the matched the jobs from meta-job and repeat the process until all unmatched 
job are matched (line 13). Thirdly, update complete time for all VM and update virtual 
network status which mapped from physical networks (line 14 and line 15). After 
finishing the mapping all the jobs, we send the job to VM for executing computation 
processing.
6.4.2.6 V-Max-Min Heuristic Algorithm
Figure 6-8 shows the core procedures of the V-Max-Min heuristic algorithm.
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[1] While schedule U is not empty (in an arbitrary order)
[2] For each job Ui in meta-job U (in an arbitrary order)
[3] For each VM hj (hj G //) (in a fixed arbitrary order)
[4] Compute earliest completion time CT[i,j] on VM hj
[5] Compute ETT[i] on VM hj
[6] Compute minimum ETPT[i,j] = CT[i,j] + ETT[i]
[7] End for
[8] For each job in meta-job set U (in an arbitrary order)
[9] Find job with maximum earliest ETPT
[10] End for
[11] Assign job U[ to the corresponding VM hj with the maximum earliest ETPT
[ 12] Delete job it; to from job set of U
[13] Update CT for all VM//
[14] Update virtual network status
[15] End For
[16] End while
Figure 6-8: Pseudo Code of V-Max-Min Heuristic Algorithm
From beginning of the meta-job submission, the V-Max-Min scheduling algorithm 
computes the time of all the jobs on the VMs (line 2-8). After that, the met-job map to the 
VMs. In the first “for” loop, the processing of compute minimum total processing time is 
same as the Min-Min algorithm. After line 8, the initial matrix of executing and 
transmission time will be created. The main different is in second “for” loop compared 
with V-Min-Min scheduling algorithm. For each job in meta-job, the algorithm finds the 
maximum earliest completion time and total processing time (line 9-10). In final stage, 
first, the algorithm allocates the job to the corresponding VM that gives it the maximum 
earliest total processing time (line 12). Secondly, the algorithm finalizes the loop by 
removing the matched the jobs from meta-job and repeat the process until all unmatched 
job are matched (line 13). Thirdly, update complete time for all VM and update virtual 
network status which mapped from physical networks (line 14 and line 15). After 
finishing the mapping all the jobs, we send the job to VM for executing computation 
processing.
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6.5 P erform ance E valuation
In this experiment, we fixed the parameter for the computation resources and used 
three different job submission scenarios. The virtual network guided heuristic scheduling 
algorithm and the conventional heuristic scheduling with physical network connection are 
compared within three type of scheduling algorithms, such as MCT, Min-Min and Max- 
Min. At the same time, we compare the total processing time and average resource 
utilization rate in these scheduling algorithms on the same set of jobs. In addition, we also 
investigate how the load balance affects the system performance. In this section, we 
describe performance metrics, the experiment setup and the simulation results.
6.5.1 Performance Metrics
There are different performance criteria that can be used to describe resource 
scheduling systems. Depending on what scheduling performance is desired in cloud there 
exists different performance metrics for evaluating different job scheduling algorithms 
[108, 116]. The simulation results are evaluated job scheduling algorithm on the basis of 
following performance metrics.
6.5.1.1 The Estimation Total Processing Time
The estimation total processing time ETPT[i,j] of meta-job include estimation 
transfer time ETT[i] and Makespan. Makespan is measure of the throughput of the Cloud 
computing system. The aim of this work is to minimize the meta-job total processing time, 
it is defined in Eqn.6_9
6.5.1.2 Average Resource Utilization Rate
The resource utilization rate rjj of each VM hj can be calculated by using formula:
ETPT[i,j] =  min j j r +  .max (CTU.j])
l E w j E y
Eqn. 6_9
X 100% Eqn. 6_10
tep. The function of the broker is to find the earliest possible time for each job to
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complete.
tSi. The earliest possible start time for the job on a selection of VM is the latest 
free time of all the selected VM if there are still jobs running on the selected VMs.
T\ The time T is defined the total job execution time when a set of jobs are 
allocated onto VM = H. It can be calculated by using the following equation:
T =  max {te*} -  min {te*} Eqn.
6_11
Average resource utilization rate 77 of total resources is calculated through the 
following relation:
77 =  ^  , 0 <  77 <  1. Eqn. 6_12
6.5.1.3 Load balance level
Cloud resource load balancing is one of the most difficult problems that must be 
handled in cloud computing system. The mean square deviation of r]j is defined as:
d  =
M
ZjLiO? ~ V j )  Ecpi- 6_13
And the relative deviation of d over 77 that described the load balancing level /? of 
the system is:
P = i - d-V
x 100% Eqn- 6_14
If d equals to 0 and /? equals 100%, that mean the cloud system provide efficient load 
balancing for virtual machines. Actually, the objective of load balance is equally spread 
the load on each VM, in order to get optimal VM utilization, maximize throughput, 
minimizing the total job execution time and avoid overload of VM. Aims to achieve this 
objective, the different between the heaviest-loaded VM and the lightest VM should 
minimize.
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6.5.2 Experiments Setup
To evaluate and compare to the proposed V-heuristic scheduling algorithm with three 
basic heuristic algorithms, V-MCT, V-Min-Min and V-Max-Min in cloud environments. 
The CloudSim simulator with the abilene network topology has been used to create the 
simulation environment [140, 141]. This simulator allows modeling and simulation of 
cloud system components such as users, data center, VMs and resource provisioning 
policies. In this simulator, the computing resource processing ability can be measured in 
the form of MIPS (Million Instruction Per Second) as per SPEC (Standard Performance 
Evaluation Corporation) benchmarks.
An adequate real network topology is based on Abilene network topology which is a 
high performance Internet! backbone network for serving to educational and research 
proposes. The abilene network consists of 11 nodes with link capacity and connections 
are described in Abilene backbone specifications. The actual bandwidth of all the links in 
the Abilene topology is based on lOGbps links between nodes. It represents backbone 
network to support cloud applications and evaluation of their performance. The 
configuration files of abilene nodes are publicly available. Therefore, the topology setting 
of this network can be easily used for simulation and testing purposes. In addition, all 
links share the same characteristics such as maximum transmission unit (MTU) size of 
1,500 bytes and latency of 10 msec.
In this computation application scenario, the VN is composed with 4 virtual nodes in 
full mesh connection that are abstracted from the abilene network nodes. The virtual link 
is abstracted from physical network path which adopted open shortest path first (OSPF) 
with weight of physical distance as the routing protocol to select widest-shortest paths. 
Five data centers are created in different locations which are connected by the Abilene 
network. Each data center is allocated at least 1 VM by VM allocation policy.
In our simulation experiment The VMs share the processor capacity in equal 
proportion to cloud service provider. For instance, in computation resource R2 that 
provides two equal proportions VMs. To create a sufficiently functioning cloud 
environment, 60 jobs are created by different users. These jobs are sharing the same 
characterizes:
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> Total number of jobs: 60 jobs are generated randomly
> Job data size: each job data size is uniformly distributed (10-500MByte).
>  Job processing power: each job processing requirement equals to uniformly 
distribute in (1000-20000 MI).
>  Job submission: The jobs arrivals are modeled by a Poisson random process among 5 
computation resources.
The characteristic of the resources are as stated in Table 6.1.
Name Resource type and 
characteristics
No. of 
CPU
A SPEC 
rating
R1 PC with Intel Pentium 2.0 
Ghz, 512 MB RAM
1 377 MIPS
R2 IBM eServer with dual Intel 
Xeon 2.6 Ghz, 2 GB RAM
2 525 MIPS
R3 IBM eServer with dual Intel 
Xeon 2.6 Ghz, 2 GB RAM
2 525 MIPS
R4 IBM eServer with dual Intel 
Xeon 2.6 Ghz, 2 GB RAM
4 1050 MIPS
R5 IBM eServer with dual Intel 
Xeon 2.6 Ghz, 2 GB RAM
4 1050 MIPS
Table 6.1: Characteristic of Different Data Centers
6.5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
The resource virtualization technology has a big impact on the performance of the job 
scheduling. According to real cloud applications or users request, the experimental testing 
of our heuristic is performed in three scenarios:
(1) Scenario 1 : Length of jobs are random determined
(2) Scenario 2: 15% long length of jobs along with 85% short length of jobs
(3) Scenario 3:15% short length of job along with 85% long length of jobs;
For each of the scenario, we compare the performance of the virtual network guided 
heuristic scheduling algorithm and the conventional heuristic scheduling algorithm.
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Number of resource is chosen to be 5 and the number of jobs is 60. Both of their 
characteristics are fixed through three scenarios.
6.5.3.1 The Result of Simulation
The total process time results of three scenarios are shown in Figure 6-9, 6-10 and 6-
11.
■ Normal 
Network
■ Virtual 
Network
MinMin MaxMin
Figure 6-9: Total Processing Time Graph of Scenario 1
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Figure 6-10: Total Processing Time Graph of Scenario 2
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Figure 6-11: Total Process Time Graph of Scenario 3
From three Figures of 6-9, 6-10 and 6-11, it can be seen that the proposed V-heuristic 
scheduling algorithm is outperforms conventional heuristic scheduling algorithm with 
physical network condition. Therefore, the concept of virtualization for cloud computing
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has been proved in cloud environment. In other worlds, the virtual network and virtual 
machine can efficiently improve the performance over the cloud computation applications. 
From these simulation results, we can see the V-Max-Min scheduling has provided 
minimum total processing time compared with other two algorithms in these three 
different scenarios. Therefore, the V-Max-Min scheduling algorithm is the best way to 
optimize the meta-job scheduling.
Total Process Time
Scenario
Heuristics
scheduling
algorithm
Conventional
physical
network
(msec)
Virtual
network
guided
(msec)
Improvement
(%)
MCT 320.02961 301.33901 5.84%
1 MinMin 339.6709 336.06801 1.06%
MaxMin 307.68842 300.81337 2.23%
MCT 189.85591 176.69453 6.93%
2 MinMin 213.42023 190.50065 10.74%
MaxMin 157.26812 153.70261 2.27%
MCT 437.90426 434.06973 0.88%
3 MinMin 432.7449 412.26696 4.73%
MaxMin 409.97551 397.71294 2.99%
Table 6.2: Summary of Total Process Time in Three scenarios
As shown in Table 6.2, the total processing time are compared for all three scenarios 
in three types of heuristics scheduling algorithms. In scenario 1, the meta-job’s total 
processing time using MCT can be as much as 5.84% shorter than using the conventional 
MCT. In same condition, the Min-Min can be as much as 1.06% shorter than using the 
conventional Min-Min. In case of Max-Min, the total processing time is improved by 
2.23%. In scenario 2, where a few long length of jobs and many short lengths of jobs are 
required. From the results, we can see the MCT can improve 6.93%, Min-Min improves
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10.74% and Max-Min improves 2.27%. Compared these three scheduling algorithm, the 
Min-Min have the best efficient improvement within this scenario. In scenario 3, the table 
6.2 shows the MCT can improve 0.88%, Min-Min improves 4.73% and Max-Min 
improves 2.99%. This efficient improvement of meta-job’s total processing time in cloud 
system due to two main reasons: the first one is virtual network that can improve the data 
transmission time over the network. And the other one is the VM provisioning which can 
reduce the Makespan of meta-jobs processing. The following Figure of 6-12, 6-13 and 6- 
14 are shown the average resource utilization in each scenario with three different 
scheduling algorithms.
Normal
Network
Network
MinMin MaxMin
Figure 6-12: Average Resource Utilization of Scenario 1
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Figure 6-13: Average Resource Utilization of Scenario 2
«Normal
Network
■ Virtual 
Network
MaxMinMinMin
Figure 6-14: Average Resource Utilization of Scenario 3
The comparison of average utilization in different scenarios can be shown in Table 
6.3. In scenario 1, the MCT can provide best average resource utilization compared with
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other two algorithms. The average resource utilization has improved by V-heuristic 
scheduling algorithm. The MCT has improved 4.49%, Min-Min improves 2.05% and 
Max-Min improves 1.81%. In scenario 2, a few long lengths of job have been submitted 
to broker. The Max-Min provides best average resource utilization. The MCT has 
improved 10.57%, Min-Min improves 6.69% and Max-Min improves 8.92%. In scenario 
3, many long length of job have been submitted for scheduling. In this case, the Min-Min 
provides best average resource utilization compared with others. The MCT improves 
0.52%, Min-Min improves 5.72% and Max-Min improves 3.34%. Therefore, the Min­
Min algorithm has more efficient improvement in these cloud applications.
Scenario
Average Resource Utilization rate
Heuristics Conventional Virtual 
scheduling physical network 
algorithm network guided
Improvement
(%)
MCT 0.852066 0.890287 4.49%
1 MinMin 0.814373 0.831033 2.05%
MaxMin 0.664729 0.676744 1.81%
MCT 0.641634 0.709434 10.57%
2 MinMin 0.601818 0.643699 6.96%
MaxMin 0.65742 0.71605 8.92%
MCT 0.783836 0.78793 0.52%
3 MinMin 0.814998 0.861646 5.72%
MaxMin 0.680609 0.703355 3.34%
Table 6.3: Summary of Average Resource Utilization in Three scenarios
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Network
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Figure 6-15: Load Balancing Level of Scenario 1
Normal
Network
«  Virtual 
Network
MinMin MaxMin
Figure 6-16: Load Balancing Level of Scenario 2
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Figure 6-17: Load Balancing Level of Scenario 3
The above Figure of 6-15, 6-16 and 6-17 show the comparison of the load balancing 
level with three different algorithms among three scenarios. To maximum the 
performance of a computation cloud system, it is essential to distribute the load among 
the cloud resources. In other words, it is desirable to prevent the condition where one 
cloud computation resource is overloaded with a backlog of jobs while another resource is 
lightly or idle. The load balancing level metric is closely related to cloud job scheduling.
In Table 6.4, in scenario 1, the load balancing level of MCT improve 3.33%, for the 
Min-Min improves 0.23% and Max-Min improves 1.94%. In scenario 2, the MCT 
improve 8.91%, the Min-Min improves 2.23% and Max-Min improves 0.13%. In scenario 
3, the MCT improve 1.03%, the Min-Min improves 0.16% and Max-Min improves 0.42%. 
In scenario 2 and scenario 3, the Max-Min acts like the best scheduling algorithm which 
has better load balancing level of allocating job to resources. The reason of that is the 
Min-Min assigns the job with the earliest completion time in each phase, results in some 
resources becoming busy all the time and others becoming idle most of the time. 
Therefore, it has less load balancing level than Max-Min where it assigns the task with 
maximum completion time and lets other tasks executes along on the other resources, 
therefore have better load balancing level in overall cloud system. Through exploit the 
merit of the MCT, Min-Min and Max-Min for each scenario, it shows the V-heuristic
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scheduling algorithm not only has the smaller total processing time that conventional 
heuristic scheduling algorithm with physical network condition, but also has better 
average resource utilization rate and load balancing ability.
Load Balancing Level
Heuristics Conventional Virtual Improvement
(%)Scenario schedulingalgorithm
physical
network
network
guided
MCT 0.954343 0.986149 3.33%
1 MinMin 0.932312 0.934456 0.23%
MaxMin 0.962239 0.980931 1.94%
MCT 0.765872 0.834127 8.91%
2 MinMin 0.720648 0.736743 2.23%
MaxMin 0.864311 0.865454 0.13%
MCT 0.916186 0.925633 1.03%
3 MinMin 0.938521 0.940023 0.16%
MaxMin 0.959674 0.963685 0.42%
Table 6.4: Summary of Load balance Level in Three Scenarios
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we present V-heuristic scheduling algorithm in service-oriented 
resource broker for improving computation applications performance. This scheduling 
algorithm leverages network virtualization and virtual machine techniques to provide 
efficiently data transmission and job execution services for user requests. In this static 
scheduling algorithm, we used three different heuristic scheduling algorithms to perform 
meta-job execution such as MCT, Min-Min and Max-Min. We compared the meta-job 
total processing time, average resource utilization and load balancing produced by our 
proposed scheduling algorithm against that produced by tradition heuristic scheduling 
algorithms with physical network supported. The simulation results obtained from the
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simulator consistently showed that performance metrics of computation applications can 
be improved significantly when using V-heuristic scheduling algorithm.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusions and Future Work
Cloud computing does not require the information in the form of physical resources 
to provide on-demand services to users. It is playing a more and more important role in 
the future Internet. With the support of cloud computing technology, one can provide 
effective computing and data intensive services in the Internet. In this chapter, the 
conclusion, a list of contributions and future research directions are presented in each 
section.
7.1 Summary
This thesis describes research on computing and data intensive applications in a 
cloud environment with focus on enhance an efficiently utilize resources over the cloud 
system. It developed a resource management framework using virtualization techniques to 
efficiently provide the service of real-time multimedia or computation application over a 
cloud computing. In this framework, service-oriented resource broker architecture was 
proposed to discover, schedule and reserve the end-system resources for satisfying user’s 
QoS requirements. We also addressed the problem of scheduling data and jobs for data or 
computing intensive application in this service broker architecture. We proposed several 
scheduling algorithms for different cloud applications on distributed resources. All the 
scheduling algorithms were based on the virtualization technique, which is a novel way of 
efficiently utilize potential physical resources. These scheduling schemes using combined 
‘best’ selected resource for data transmission and job execution, based on which 
applications were subsequently applied. Through real-time multimedia applications, we 
obtained a user’s QoS constraint dynamic resource selection algorithm and virtual 
network aware resource selection algorithm as resource optimization solution. In the 
computation applications, we also presented the virtual network guided heuristic 
scheduling algorithm for minimizing meta-job processing time and resource load balance. 
We demonstrated the execution of the applications on cloud computing environments.
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The major contributions are shown in below:
>  Presented background survey of grid and cloud computing techniques.
>  Related works of resource management and broker for data and computing intensive 
applications in grid or cloud computing.
>  The design and implemented a cloud resource management infrastructure for 
executing cloud applications.
>  Proposed service-oriented resource broker for discovering, scheduling and reserving 
different end-system resources.
>  Proposed user’s QoS constraint dynamic resource selection algorithm for satisfying 
user demands and efficiently utilize the potential physical resources.
>  Proposed virtual network aware resource scheduling algorithm for optimizing 
resource utilization and reduces the probability of occurrence of the network 
congestion in real-time multimedia applications.
>  Proposed and implemented V-heuristic scheduling algorithms that uses for 
minimizing meta-job total processing time in computation intensive applications.
7.2 Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis achieves user’s QoS constraint based scheduling 
algorithms implemented on the cloud resource management system and supported by 
different cloud applications. These well-designed algorithms have demonstrated on real- 
world cloud applications and made significant contributions towards the advancement of 
the field.
In chapter 1, this thesis described two real-world cloud applications (real-time 
multimedia and computation applications) that are sharing the network and end-system 
resources across the global internet. According to the user demand of these applications, it 
listed several challenges that need to be addressed in order to make the execution of 
applications on distributed resources. Therefore, the resource management framework and 
broker architecture have been defined for supporting on-demand services. The selection 
or scheduling problem has been described in the context of data and computing intensive 
applications. This study helped identify the scenario of the optimization resource 
utilization under user’s QoS requirements problem and clearly defined the objective of
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thesis.
Following the problem definition based on motivational examples, this thesis 
presented state of art work on grid and cloud computing in chapter 2. Several related 
works of these resource management and broker techniques applied on the grid or cloud 
environment and identified their contributions and shortcomings. This survey provides a 
comprehensive summary of the past work, which can be used by new techniques when 
conducting comparative performance analysis or making enhancements on algorithms.
In order to address the inadequacy of existing systems to handle data and computing 
intensive applications, this thesis presented a cloud resource management framework 
design in chapter 3. Cloud resource management leveraged the existing resource 
virtualization techniques to efficiently utilize and provision potential physical resources. 
It described the components: end-users, broker, index service, cloud service provider and 
infrastructure service provider for cloud applications. The service-oriented resource 
broker architecture is proposed to discover, scheduling and reserving cloud resources in 
order to satisfying user demand. These framework and architecture design were supported 
by different application case studies. The study of these system designs with cloud 
applications proved to be very useful for enhancing the system performance and 
demonstrating the feasibility of the design on the simulator.
In chapter 4, this thesis then formulated a dynamic resource selection problem in this 
broker. To solve this problem, user’s QoS constraint dynamic resource selection 
algorithm has been proposed to meet the multiple user requirements. Using real-time 
multimedia applications, it presented performance results that were carried out using the 
simulator to emulation as well as validation performance on real test-bed. This study 
emphasizes and also experimentally demonstrates the fact that resource management 
should select combined resource which includes network and specific host provide 
positive impact on system performance.
Taking further enhancements in real-time multimedia applications, this thesis employ 
network virtualization technique to efficiently use physical network resources in chapter 5. 
The work modeled the scheduling problem using virtual network aware scheduling 
algorithm as resource selection. The also used the virtual network for transferring data 
across distributed storage resources. The scheduling algorithm provide a better solution in 
terms of maximum link utilization and network cost performance, compared with
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conventional network aware scheduling algorithm. This study focus on further enhancing 
combined resource selection algorithm in terms of network congestion and storage 
resource utilization.
To circumvent the problem of computing intensive application, this thesis presented 
static heuristics based scheduling algorithms in chapter 6. This chapter proposed resource 
virtualization techniques which include network virtualization and virtual machine for 
computational applications. As mentioned from chapter 5, the network virtualization 
technique is abstracted physical network to create virtual network for efficiently data 
transmission service. This chapter proposed general virtual network guided static heuristic 
scheduling algorithm that provided approximate solutions to the meta-job scheduling 
problem. This algorithm leveraged the virtual resources technique to provide on-demand 
service for users demand. According to the user’s requirement, the three typical V- 
Heuristic scheduling algorithms such as MCT, Min-Min and Max-Min have been 
implemented in broker architecture. These proposed algorithms provide maximum total 
processing time and improve resource utilization rates as compared to existing heuristic 
scheduling algorithms.
7.3 Future Work
Cloud computing introduces many challenges for system and application developers, 
engineers and service providers. In this section, we will discuss some of these challenges 
related to the management and scheduling of computing and data intensive applications 
on the cloud environment.
Virtualization enables consolidation of servers for hosting services of independent 
virtual machines in a leased manner. When a large amount of VMs are created via data 
centers, they need to be effectively managed to ensure that guaranteed data transfer 
services for users demand. In other words, VMs needs to be migrated to suitable servers 
to ensure the service. In this case, the migration involves transferring of large amount data 
across servers. This migration process can overload the cloud system when migrations 
happen between the different data centers. In order to guarantee the service for user 
request, a smooth data transmission of VMs need to be maintained. Therefore, this data 
migration mechanism could be implemented in a resource management framework for the 
future. The challenge of cloud computing is how do cloud service provider process
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migration of large amount of data among of VMs.
When the cloud service receives a large number of user demands with QoS constraint, 
it may have to overload its hardware to fulfill these requests. The challenge here is the 
capability to manage a large number of requests for VMs and the load on the 
infrastructure [142]. In order to handle these scenarios, replicate VMs, migrate VMs to 
underutilized resources, etc. Representing this complex process as resource management 
and scheduling them is a challenge.
Green cloud computing technology which is the other research direction refers to the 
potential environmental benefits that information technology (IT) services delivered over 
the Internet can offer society. This technology can play a considerable role in alleviating 
the impact of millions user’s computer on the environment. Therefore, energy 
consumption in physical resource is becoming challenge work in the future. In physical 
network, internet has created many of core routers which consume a lot of power. And the 
data centers are also expensive to operate as they consume huge amount of power. For 
instance, these combined energy consumption of all routers and data center worldwide are 
equivalent to the power consumption of Poland. As a result, their carbon footprint on the 
environment is rapidly increasing. In order to address these issues, energy efficient 
combined resource allocation and scheduling algorithms need to be proposed.
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